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While middle class Americans are pouring money into
the stock market…
Some of the richest people in Silicon Valley are doing
something that is pretty much the exact opposite.
I’m talking about folks like:
Peter Thiel (founder of Paypal)
Steve Huffman (founder of Reddit)
Mark Zuckerberg (founder of Facebook)
Tim Chang (of Mayfield venture capital)
Larry Ellison (founder of Oracle)
Reid Hoffman (founder of LinkedIn)
If you care about your family… your money…
and your future, I strongly encourage you to
find out what these folks are doing…
And why it might be important for you to do
something similar… right away.
Everything is explained on my research firm’s website, right here…
P.S. Most Americans don’t know there’s one simple and very
inexpensive thing you can do to protect yourself. Learn more here…
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I

n our October issue, Editor in Chief P.J.
O’Rourke updates the introduction to
his 1991 book, Parliament of Whores...
As he says, it “has stood the test of time
unfortunately well.”
Porter Stansberry, a financial analyst who
has been labeled “remarkably prescient”
by Barron’s magazine, has a new thesis... a
“national lottery” that millions will cheer, but
will result in a national nightmare. If you’ve
never heard the term “jubilee” before, you
must read this essay.
Dr. Steve Sjuggerud suggests that
government bonds, far from being a risk-free
return... are now likely to produce returnfree risk.
Bestselling author Turney Duff profiles
Michael Kimelman, co-founder of
Incremental Capital. The feds knocked down
his door and arrested him for insider trading
and conspiracy. Prosecutors offered him a deal
to avoid prison time. He rejected the offer
and took his case to trial...
Veteran journalist and former presidential
speechwriter Andrew Ferguson questions
whether character matters in politics...
whether a politician’s good (or bad) character
provide the nation with much benefit (or
harm)? Or is politics just politics, no matter
who’s playing?
Speaking of politics... award-winning
investigative reporter Peter Byrne highlights
Senator Kamala Harris, widely thought
of as a potential savior of the Democrat party
(and current front-runner in the political
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betting markets for the 2020 Democrat
presidential candidate).
She has seemingly abandoned a major theme
of her political career... could it be because
her campaign-funding machine is anchored in
Silicon Valley?
Dr. David Eifrig shares one of the scariest
phrases in America... while Rodric HurdleBradford investigates the epidemic of
taxpayer-paid funding for sports stadiums –
true billionaire welfare.
Then we’re on the ground with the "antifa"...
• Radio star and former CIA analyst Buck
Sexton looks at what this radical faction
wants, and why none of it is new.
• The fantastic writer Matt Labash returns
from Berkeley with a look at the state of free
speech in an age of antifa.
• And P.J. adds his memories of trying (with
scant success) to be a radical extremist in
the ‘60s to, in his words, “give some idea of
what motivates these jerks by recalling my own
jerkiness.”
Kerry Moynihan explores how we might be
able to fix history with a wrecking ball... P.J.
takes a final look at some government reforms
and deforms that might help (or hurt)... and
Buck and Porter sit down with former Fed
analyst and author of Fed Up, Danielle
DiMartino Booth.
Enjoy the issue. And tell us what you think at
feedback@americanconsequences.com.
Regards,
Steven Longenecker
Managing Editor, American Consequences

O N E B L A D E S H AV E .C O M / S TA N S B E R R Y

From Editor in Chief

P.J. O’Rourke

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

A LONE HUMORIST TRIES TO EXPLAIN
THE ENTIRE U.S. GOVERNMENT
CLICK HERE TO
READ THE WEB VERSION
6 | October 2017

The following is a sort of "message in a bottle" from the time when George H. W. Bush was president
and all was (comparatively) well with the world. It is the first chapter of my 1991 book, Parliament
of Whores: A Lone Humorist Attempts to Explain the Entire U.S. Government.
Twenty-six years ago, I was exasperated, perplexed, and infuriated by the federal government and
trying to laugh instead of cry.
I didn't know how good I had it. Almost everything has gotten worse since.
Aside from a slight condensation and a few updates in brackets, I've left what I wrote intact. Let it
stand as a memorial to how intractable the problems of government are.

W

hat is this oozing behemoth,
this fibrous tumor, this monster
of power and expense hatched
from the simple human desire for civic order?
How did an allegedly free people spawn a
vast, rampant cuttlefish of dominion with its
tentacles in every orifice of the body politic?
The federal government of the United States
of America takes away between a fifth and a
quarter of all our money every year. That is
eight times the Islamic zakat, the almsgiving
required of believers by the Quran. It is
double the tithe of the medieval church
and twice the royal tribute that the prophet
Samuel warned the Israelites against when
they wanted him to anoint a king.
He will take the tenth of your seed,
and of your vineyards... He will
take the tenth of your sheep... And
ye shall cry out in that day because
of your king.

[In 2017, combined federal, state, and local
government spending exceeds 36% of GDP.]
Our government gets more than thugs in
a protection racket demand, more even
than discarded first wives of famous rich
men receive in divorce court. Then this
government, swollen and arrogant with pelf,
goes butting into our business.
It checks the amount of tropical oils in our
snack foods, tells us what kind of gasoline
we can buy for our cars and how fast we
can drive them, bosses us around about
retirement, education, and what’s on TV;

“

We could cure or mitigate the
other ills Washington visits upon
us if we could only bring ourselves
to pay attention to Washington
itself. But we cannot.
American Consequences | 7
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counts our noses and asks fresh questions
about who’s still living at home and how
many bathrooms we have; decides whether
the door to our office or shop should have
steps or a wheelchair ramp; decrees the gender
and complexion of the people to be hired
there; lectures us on safe sex, and dictates
what we can sniff, smoke, and swallow.
The government is huge, stupid, greedy,
and makes nosy, officious, and dangerous
intrusions into the smallest corners of life –
this much we can stand. But the real problem
is that government is boring.
We could cure or mitigate the other ills
Washington visits upon us if we could
only bring ourselves to pay attention to
Washington itself. But we cannot.

Of course, politicians don’t tell the truth:
“I am running for the U.S. Senate in order
to even the score with those grade-school
classmates of mine who, 35 years ago, gave
me the nickname Fish Face,” or, “Please elect
me to Congress so that I can get out of the
Midwest and meet bigwigs and cute babes.”
But neither do politicians tell huge,
entertaining whoppers: “Why, send yours
truly to Capitol Hill and I’ll ship home the
swag in boxcar lots. You’ll be paving the
roads with bacon around here when I get
done shoveling out the pork barrel. There’ll
be government jobs for your dog. Leave your
garden hose running for 15 minutes and I’ll
have the Department of Transportation build
an eight-lane suspension bridge across the
puddle. Show me a wet basement and I’ll get

Government is boring because political
careers are based on the most tepid kind of
lie: “I’ll balance the budget, sort of,” or, “I
won’t raise taxes, if I can help it.”

“
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Government is boring
because political careers
are based on the most tepid
kind of lie: “I’ll balance the
budget, sort of,” or, “I won’t
raise taxes, if I can help it.”

you a naval base and make your Roto-Rooter
man an admiral of the fleet. There’ll be farm
subsidies for every geranium you’ve got in a
pot, defense contracts for Junior’s spitballs,
and free daycare for Sister’s dolls. You’ll get
unemployment for the 16 hours a day when
you’re not at your job, full disability benefits if
you have to get up in the night to take a leak,
and Social Security checks will come in the
mail not just when you retire at 65 but when
you retire each night to bed. Taxes? Hell, I’ll
have the government go around every week
putting money back in your paycheck, and I’ll
make the IRS hire chimpanzees from the zoo
to audit your tax returns. Vote for me, folks,
and you’ll be farting through silk.”
Government is also boring because in a
democracy government is a matter of majority
rule. Now, majority rule is a precious, sacred
thing worth dying for. But – like other
precious, sacred things, such as the home and
family – it’s not only worth dying for, it can
make you wish you were dead.
Imagine if all of life were determined by
majority rule. Every meal would be a pizza.
Every pair of pants, even those in a Brooks
Brothers suit, would be stone-washed denim.
Celebrity diet and exercise books would be the
only things on the shelves at the library. And –
since women are a majority of the population
– we’d all be married to Mel Gibson.
[Not anymore! What a bum he turned out
to be! Currently, we’d all be remarried to
Channing Tatum.]
Furthermore, government is boring because
what’s in it for us? Sure, if we own an aerospace

contracting company or a 5,000-acre sugarbeet farm we can soak Uncle Sucker for
millions. But most of us failed to plan ahead
and buy McDonnell Douglas. And now the
only thing we can get out of government is
government benefits – measly VA checks and
Medicare. We won’t get far on the French
Riviera on this kind of chump change.
Besides the French look at us funny when
we try to buy pate de foie gras and Chateau
Margaux ‘61 with American food stamps.
Government is so tedious that sometimes you
wonder if the government is being boring on
purpose. Maybe it’s trying to put us to sleep so
we won’t notice what it’s doing.
[One thing that can be said for President
Trump, he doesn’t put us to sleep. He keeps
us up at night...]
Every aspect of our existence is affected by
government, so naturally we want to keep
an eye on the thing. Yet whenever we regular
citizens try to read a book on government
or watch one of those TV public-affairs
programs about government, we feel
like high school students who’ve fallen a
semester behind in our algebra class. Then
we grow drowsy and torpid. This could
be intentional. Our government could be
attempting to establish a Dictatorship of
Boredom. The last person left awake gets to
spend all the tax money.
Boredom isn’t the only problem. American
lack of interest in government is well
developed, but American ignorance of
government is perfect.
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“

We are the only nation in the
world based on happiness.
Almost everything we know about the
workings of Congress, the presidency, the
Supreme Court, and so forth comes from
one high school civics course and one spring
vacation when Dad took the family to
Washington, D.C.
On the trip to Washington, we learned that
the three branches of government are the
White House, the top of the Washington
Monument, and the tour of the FBI building.
In high school civics class, we learned just how
long an afternoon can be made to seem with
the help of modern educational methods.
Things have not changed much. I got a copy
of a current high school civics book, American
Civics. I’m told it’s one of the nation’s most
widely used texts.
American Civics has trimmed its sails to the
prevailing ideological winds. It has a section
with the infelicitous title “Upsetting America’s
Ecology” and another section that says,
“The Reverend Jesse Jackson ran a strong
campaign for the 1984 and 1988 Democratic
Presidential nominations.” There’s a photo
of a man in a wheelchair above the caption,
“Disabled doesn’t mean unable.”
Beneath the moral frills, however, American
Civics is the same font of monotony, the same
bible of ennui that civics books have always
been. I defy anyone to read two paragraphs of
it and tell me what he just read.
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[Last month, my high school junior daughter
was assigned a textbook that makes American
Civics seem like Atlas Shrugged... This is Howard
Zinn’s A People’s History of the United States.
Zinn (now dead and gone to hell) detested
America and, in A People’s History, describes
the entire American enterprise as based upon
racism, bigotry, slaughter, and exploitation
of the poor by some supposed “elite.” Zinn
makes me yearn for the mere liberal PC
claptrap of 1991.]
Our Founding Fathers lacked the special
literary skills with which modern writers
on the subject of government are so richly
endowed. When they wrote the Declaration
of Independence, the Constitution, and the
Bill of Rights, they were so clumsy of thought
and pen that even today, seven generations
later, we can understand what they were
talking about.
They were talking about having a good time:
We hold these Truths to be self-evident,
that all Men are created equal, that
they are endowed by their Creator with
certain unalienable Rights, that among
these are Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of
happiness...
“This is living! I gotta be me! Ain’t we got
fun!” It’s all there in the Declaration of
Independence.
We are the only nation in the world based on
happiness. Search as you will the sacred creed
of other nations and peoples. Read the Magna
Carta, The Communist Manifesto, the Ten
Commandments, the Analects of Confucius,
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Plato’s Republic, or the U.N. Charter and find
me any happiness at all.

wholesome and necessary for the public
Good.

And this is one good reason why we who live
here can’t bring ourselves to read American
Civics or even the daily paper.

Our Congress wouldn’t pass a balanced
budget or any legislation banning people over
30 from wearing spandex bicycle shorts.

As it is with us, so it was with the Original Dads.
Their beef with King George? He was no fun.

...has kept among us, in Times of Peace,
Standing Armies...

As the Declaration of Independence goes on
to say, George III is attempting to:

...has combined with others to subject
us to a Jurisdiction foreign to our
Constitution and unacknowledged by our
Laws...

...complete the works of Death,
Desolation, and Tyranny, already begun
with circumstances of Cruelty and Perfidy
scarcely paralleled in the most barbarous
Ages, and totally unworthy the Head of a
civilized Nation.
Totally.
There are 27 specific complaints against
the British Crown in the Declaration of
Independence. To modern ears they still
sound reasonable. They still sound reasonable
because so many of the complaints can
be leveled against the present U.S. federal
government.
Maybe not the “Death, Desolation, and
Tyranny” [unless you’re a DACA “Dreamer”],
but how about:
...has erected a Multitude of new Offices,
and sent hither Swarms of Officers to
harass our People, and eat out their
Substance.
George III was a piker compared to FDR
and LBJ.
...has refused his Assent to Laws, the most
12 | October 2017

Federal regulator agencies, for instance.
...Depriving us, in many Cases, of the
Benefits of Trial by Jury.
If we cross one of those regulatory agencies.
...Cutting off our Trade with all Parts of
the World.
As U.S. trade quotas and tariffs do.
...Imposing Taxes on us without our
Consent.
Nobody asked me if I wanted a 1040 Form.
...has excited domestic Insurrections
amongst us...
For sure.The Constitution is an equally
forthright piece of work and quite succinct
– (21 pages in the American Civics E-Zreader large-type version) giving the complete
operating instructions for a nation of 250
million people. The manual for a Toyota
Camry, which only seats five, is four times as
long.

An hour’s perusal of our national charter
makes it hard to understand what all the
argle-bargle is about.
The First Amendment forbids any law
“abridging the freedom of speech.” It doesn’t
say, “except for commercials on children’s
television” or “unless somebody says ‘f***’ in a
rap song or ‘chick’ on a college campus.”
The Second Amendment states that “the right
of the people to keep and bear arms shall not
be infringed,” period. There is no mention of
magazine size, rate of fire, or to what extent
these arms may resemble assault rifles.
All rifles were assault rifles in those
days. Furthermore, if the gun laws that
Massachusetts has now had been in force in
1776, we’d all be Canadians. And you know
what kind of weather Canada has.
There is no reference to abortion whatsoever
in the Constitution, not even so much as an
“I’ll pull out in time, Honey, honest.”
The Tenth Amendment tells us “the powers
not delegated to the United States by the
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the
States, are reserved to the States respectively,
or to the people.” This means the power to
stop the endless, vitriolic “Pro-Life” versus
“Pro-Choice” argument is – just as the
Amendment says – “reserved to the States
respectively, or to the people.”
The Constitution is not hard to understand.
Although the quality of reasoning degenerates
in the later amendments. The Sixteenth
Amendment is particularly awful:

“

If the gun laws that Massachusetts
has now had been in force in 1776,
we'd all be Canadians.

The Congress shall have the power to
lay and collect taxes on incomes, from
whatever source derived...
And Section 4 of the Fourteenth is very silly:
The validity of the public debt of the
United States, authorized by law... shall
not be questioned.
The Twenty-Sixth Amendment, giving the
vote to 18-year-olds, must have been drafted
by people who’d never met any 18-year-olds
or, worse, by people who were 18.
But, on the whole, the text of the
Constitution is easily glossed. The single
exception being the Twelfth Amendment:
...The person having the greatest number
of votes for President, shall be the
President, if such number be a majority of
the whole number of Electors appointed;
and if no person have such a majority,
then from the persons having the highest
numbers not exceeding three on the list of
those voted for as President, the House of
Representatives shall choose immediately,
by ballot, one of them...
The idea seems to be to make the election
of a president so complicated and annoying
that no one with an important job or a
serious avocation or who is presently making
any substantial contribution to society
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would be tempted to run for the office.
So far, it’s worked.
Otherwise, only one important question
is raised by the Constitution, a question
implicit in its preamble:

“

We the people of the United States, in
order to form a more perfect Union,
establish justice, insure domestic
tranquility, provide for the common
defense, promote the general welfare, and
secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves
and our posterity...
The question being, “Are we done yet?”

When can we say of our
political system, "Stick a fork in
it, it's done"?

The first objective was achieved by the Civil
War. Brother fought brother, neighbor fought
neighbor, even perfect strangers fought each
other. I assume a more perfect Union was
formed, since the “Union” side won.
We’ve established about as much justice as
the country can stand (Perfect justice being a
thing none of us would care to confront).
Domestic Tranquility we don’t have, but
how we’d get it without violating the whole
Constitution and Bill of Rights is beyond me.
The common defense is so well provided for
that even such uncommon things as Saudi
Arabians are defended by it.
In the matter of promoting the general
welfare we have – to judge by the welfare rolls
– done it too well.
The blessings of liberty are so manifestly
secured to ourselves that we seem weighed
down by the things, and lately are attending
AA meetings and formulating personal diet
and exercise regimens to ease the burden.
And as for posterity, that’s why birth control
was invented.
So when can we quit passing laws and raising
taxes? When can we say of our political
system, “Stick a fork in it, it’s done”?
The Mystery of Government is not how
Washington works but how to make it stop.
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From the
preface to
Parliament
of Whores

WHY GOD IS A
REPUBLICAN AND
SANTA CLAUS IS A
DEMOCRAT

G

od is an elderly or, at any rate, middle-aged male, a stern fellow, patriarchal rather than
paternal, and a great believer in rules and regulations. He holds people strictly accountable
for their actions. He has little apparent concern for the material well-being of the
disadvantaged. He is politically connected, socially powerful, and holds the mortgage on literally
everything in the world. God is difficult. God is unsentimental. It is very hard to get into God’s heavenly
country club.
Santa Claus is another matter. He’s cute. He’s nonthreatening. He’s always cheerful. And he loves
animals. He may know who’s been naughty and who’s been nice, but he never does anything about
it. He gives everyone everything they want without thought of a quid pro quo. He works hard for
charities, and he’s famously generous to the poor.
Santa Claus is preferable to God in every way but one: There is no such thing as Santa Claus.
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WHAT MOVED THE MARKET
THE BIGGEST STORIES THAT
MATTERED FOR THE MARKET
LAST MONTH...

EDITORS
Scott
Garliss
John
Gillin
Greg
Diamond

September 24

October 12-15

German elections reshape parliament.

The IMF and World Bank held their
annual meetings in Washington, D.C.

German Chancellor Angela Merkel saw her
party's support erode, winning only 33% of the
overall vote. This was down from the 41% won
in the 2013 election. Alternative for Germany,
considered a far-right group, won almost
13% of the vote and will enter parliament for
the first time. This was the worst result for
Chancellor Merkel's party since 1949, and
they must form a new government coalition to
maintain majority control of parliament.

October 1-15
Catalonian independence referendum
and Austrian elections create tension
in Europe.
On October 1, the Spanish region of Catalonia
held an independence referendum where
voters decided in favor of separation from
Spain. The Spanish national government
declared this vote illegal, and the ensuing
back-and-forth between the regional
parliament and national prime minister
created concerns around harmony in the
eurozone. Compounding the problem was the
election of far-right candidate Sebastian Kurz
in Austria, highlighting more potential discord.

TUNE IN
Stansberry NewsWire,
every morning at
8:30 am.
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The event featured speeches by many key
global central bankers, including Federal
Reserve chair Janet Yellen and European
Central Bank (ECB) president Mario Draghi.
The meetings were kick-started by the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) raising its
global growth expectations for this year and
next. Central bankers from both Europe and
the U.S. followed the IMF's lead by also talking
up the global growth picture.

Fed Chair speculation heats up.
Throughout the month, the market and media
tried to decipher who will be the next head
of the Federal Reserve when Janet Yellen's
term ends on February 3. Press reports had
whittled the list of potential candidates to
Stanford economist John Taylor, Fed governor
Jerome Powell, former Fed governor Kevin
Warsh, Yellen, and White House economic
adviser Gary Cohn. Three of the candidates
are viewed as more hawkish than Yellen,
implying rates may head higher.

In Summary...
The market roared to new highs. The reflation
"trade" enticed investors to buy financials,
industrials, and technology stocks, and there
were encouraging economic developments
throughout the month.

The global inflation data were better, and
manufacturing expanded at the fastest clip in
over a decade. Auto sales rebounded and U.S.
sales are now projected to be above 17 million
units. Retail sales jumped "post-hurricane" and
buyers returned to old-line retail stocks that
had been cast aside on news that Amazon
was taking over the world.
Earnings have been better than the forecasts.
Apple made more money last quarter than any
company in the history of the world. And the
tech sector, awash in cash, moved to all-time
highs. Bitcoin blew through the $5000 level on
a string of positive developments out of Asia.
Tax reform was center stage and the betting
line has turned in favor of getting real reform
passed this year. The market has largely
ignored health care reform fights, the Iranian
nuclear agreement, and the rumblings from
North Korea. Passive inflows totaled $500
billion year to date and the spigot is wide open.
Recent results from the big banks showed
promising loan growth, and the move up in
short-term rates buoyed net interest margins.
Basic resources joined the advance on 7%
GDP growth estimates from China.
Central banks continue to be in lockstep,
focusing on their mission of full employment,
2% inflation, and modest GDP growth targets.
The Fed announced its plan to begin balancesheet reduction and the market gave the
move a thumbs-up.

WATCH
THESE
DATES
October 24
Markit releases U.S. and European Flash
Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI) data.

October 31
Eurozone release of third quarter GDP data.

October 26-November 2
The ECB, the Federal Reserve, and the
Bank of England (BoE) decide on interest
rates. In the case of the ECB, the market
will be looking for guidance on how it plans
to wind down quantitative easing. The
market anticipates the Fed will commence
winding down their balance sheet, and the
BoE is expected to raise rates. These will
be key cues for the health of the global
economy.

October 30-November 2
China releases PMI data.

For realtime
market
updates
from some
of Wall
Street’s
most
plugged-in
analysts,
CLICK
HERE
to get
instant
access to
NewsWire.

November 5
ECB to release monetary policy meeting
minutes.

The lyrics of the late, great Tom Petty nail this
market environment: "And I'll keep this world
from draggin' me down, gonna stand my
ground... and I won't back down."
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WHAT COULD
POSSIBLY
GO WRONG?
Financial follies and disaster in the making
The ‘great unwind’ is here...

After months of speculation, the Federal
Reserve formally made the announcement
late last month... It will begin to “taper” its
$4.5 trillion balance sheet in October.
The central bank also said it expects to raise
rates at least one more time this year. And
Fed chair Janet Yellen used the occasion
to confirm that the era of “easy money” is
ending. We aren’t convinced...
The Fed and other central banks have
thrown the monetary “kitchen sink” at
the global economy... yet growth remains
tepid at best. The inflation they’ve been
desperate to create has yet to show up. And
even the Fed doesn’t know what will happen
as it begins to remove this unprecedented
stimulus. Maybe they’re right... Maybe
the economy will continue to grind higher
even without support. Or perhaps their
confidence is misplaced...
Strategists at Deutsche Bank believe Fed
tightening – the beginning of what they’ve
called “the great central bank unwind” –
could ultimately trigger the next financial
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crisis. More concerning, if the central-bank
“unwind” fails... what ammunition is left?
Read more about one extreme possibility – a
“Debt Jubilee” – in this issue. And stay tuned
for our November issue, where we’ll explore
this idea in more detail.
The world will never trade oil in only U.S.
dollars again...

At least, that’s the goal of the Chinese
government. They want to trade oil in their
own currency, the yuan. And these yuanpriced futures contracts would be convertible
into gold. If it works, this will be the start of a
huge shift of economic power...
Today, commodities trade in U.S. dollars
all over the world. And that gives the U.S.
enormous power. U.S. sanctions can make it
nearly impossible for countries like Russia,
Iran, or North Korea to trade freely.
China’s yuan-priced oil futures would allow
these countries to freely trade in oil without
the worry of U.S. oversight. That’s a huge
incentive and it creates a built-in customer
base for China.

Not only does this plan allow countries to
skirt U.S. trade regulations... But they don’t
have to take any yuan risk, either. They will
have the ability to settle all trades in gold. It’s
a simple solution to the risk of a yuan-priced
futures market.

in recent years with all the “cheap” money
sloshing around... But it can’t last forever.

More important, it could be the first step
toward China’s yuan competing with the U.S.
dollar as the world’s reserve currency.

More than $1.3 trillion in speculative debt
like this is coming due between now and
2020. We can’t know when the carnage
will begin. But we just got an important
confirmation that it’s looming... And the wave
of credit defaults could come sooner than
most expect.

Toys “R” Us files for bankruptcy, burning
bondholders...

The IRS hires Equifax to prevent tax
fraud...

For years, the well-known toy store made
efforts to improve its operations, but
management never hid the company’s
struggling position in retail, crushing debt
burden, or mounting losses. That information
was readily available for all to see...

This month, Equifax leaked data on more
than 140 million U.S. consumers... A
breach that occurred after a software update
was released to address the vulnerability in
Equifax’s website.

And yet, investors in the company’s bonds
were somehow caught off guard. As recently
as June, Toys “R” Us bonds due in October
2018 were trading above par. That means
that bond investors were willing to pay more
than the face value of the bonds to “lock in” the
bonds’ 7.3% yield.
In fact, the bonds traded for 98% of their
$100 face value as recently as August. Weeks
later, the first group of investors started to
realize the risk, and Toys “R” Us bonds began
to sell off... The bonds fell from $98 to $70. A
week later, they traded for around $40. When
the company announced its bankruptcy in
September, the bonds collapsed to $20.
What happened with Toys “R” Us represents
the current state of financial markets...
Investors are ignoring risk and chasing
yield. This has been a successful strategy

Shortly after the leak, the IRS hired the
company for several million dollars to provide
taxpayer identification and fraud prevention
services to help it recover from two separate
attacks that exposed 700,000 Social Security
numbers and allowed hackers to steal tax
refunds worth millions of dollars.
What could go wrong?
The contract was awarded to Equifax as a
“no bid” contract, meaning that no other
company could compete due to the IRS’
claim that only Equifax is able to provide the
security and services requested.
As we go to press, the IRS temporarily
suspended the contract after it was revealed
Equifax’s site may have been compromised a
second time. At this point it is unlikely that the
IRS will replace Equifax before the 2017 tax
season, and suspension or not, the real damage
is already done. Your government at work...
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FROM OUR INBOX

YOU WRITE, WE RESPOND

Re: How Robber Barons
Became Robin Hoods
Where is the article on why the fakenews media hates job-creating American
businesses? – Several subscribers, including
Bob Smith, Dan Haselton, Mike Mcaffee, and
Cindy Long

That article is right
here, by my friend Andy Ferguson, senior
editor at The Weekly Standard. He wrote why
business journalists hate business... with one
big exception. (Hint: “There’s silicon in that
there valley!”) And if you liked that article,
read Andy’s new feature this month, Does
Character Matter in Politics.

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

Re: Our Newest Readers
Weigh In
As one born a leading-edge baby boomer
(1944), I am profoundly grateful for your gift
of American Consequences. You’ve provided
me the opportunity to die of laughter. Thank
you. – Leilani Hino in Honokaa, Hawaii

Well, at least you’ve
got a warm, beautiful place to do it! (Although
we leading-edge Baby Boomers shouldn’t
joke about such matters.) Thank you for your
kind words. And we mean to make American
Consequences a gift that keeps giving.

to read the whole damn magazine. I really
don’t have time for this. Great list of topics.
I’ll have to install a tablet in the john to have
any hope at all of getting through them all. –
Carl Graham

That’s the kind of
complaint we love to hear! (I’ve always found
the john, as a place to read, the only spot
in the house that’s completely safe from
children, dogs, spouse, cleaning lady, etc. As
a result, I lock the door and prop a towel rack
against the doorknob even when I’m all alone
in a hotel room.)

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

Over 20 years ago, I cut out the quote: “If you
think healthcare is expensive now; wait until
it’s free.” I became an O’Rourke fan. – Bill
Chapman

Thanks, Bill. And, not
that I’m counting, but that was twenty-four
years ago. It was in a 1993 op-ed I wrote for
the Wall Street Journal while the nation was in
the throes of Hillarycare. Alack and alas, 24
years later, it’s still true.

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

Thanks for screwing up my month. I just
read the ‘Inside this issue’ and now I have
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The last magazine I subscribed to that
was edited by Mr. O’Rourke was the
National Lampoon. I was probably the only
paratrooper in the 82nd Airborne Division
who had a subscription to it. When he left it,
so did I. I took it with me to the field and let
my comrades literally read it to shreds. In a
time before the internet, cell phones or even
video games it provided me with hours of

Send us a message, question, or criticism at
feedback@americanconsequences.com
entertainment. And I finally figured out who
the Mad Crapper was. I’ve been reading him
ever since (I’ve given away I don’t know how
many copies of “Give War a Chance”) and I
can’t thank him enough for how much he’s
made me laugh, think and fulminate. I look
forward to this newest endeavor with much
anticipation. Cheers, Pete Salerno

Pete, you have no
idea how glad it makes the grouchy, oldconservative me that the young, hippie-dippy
me who edited the National Lampoon aided in
our nation’s war efforts!

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

You know the dedication in Give War a
Chance, and I won’t repeat it here. But that
dedication was for you. And, for those who’ve
read the National Lampoon 1964 High
School Yearbook Parody, Pete’s right, the Mad
Crapper was none other than... Ha! Like Pete
and I would tell!
I’m excited to read this new e-zine. P.J. is
a genius, so if he’s the Editor, I am all in!
I roughly live my life according to P.J.’s
quote: “I’m not worried about the difference
between right and wrong. I’m worried
about the difference between wrong and
fun.” Thank you for all the decades of your
excellent writing! Best Fishes, Bill Shepherd
in Carmel, Indiana

Bill, my wife, children,
and dogs think “genius” is going too far. But
I’m with you! And I’m still worrying about the

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

difference between wrong and fun. Although
I find, at my age, the question becomes less
pressing if I go to bed at 9:30.
I will read American Consequences with a
hope that your self-confessed penchant
for “ridicule” is rigorous, and as such will
be able to also “reveal” and “re-energize.”
Knowledge without consequential action
is vanity. I have my own penchant – the
Federal Reserve, which I believe is the root
of all our problems... No problem can last for
long if it is not “funded” by somebody. – Bob
Love in Wichita, Kansas
Steven Longenecker comment: We

agree Bob.
Take a look at our inaugural issue on the
Federal Reserve... read our conversation in
this issue with Danielle DiMartino Booth,
former Federal Reserve analyst and author of
Fed Up: An Insider’s Take on Why the Federal
Reserve is Bad for America... and stay tuned for
more. It’s an issue we follow closely.

Re: Transitioning America to
a ‘Cashless Society’
I get it. Cashless is wonderful. Except
following a hurricane when there is no
Internet service. In order to make cashless
work, first the Internet has to be fixed.
Shipping Comcast to Timbuktu would be a
good start. – Linda Jessen

Don’t get me
wrong. I’m NOT saying cashless is wonderful

Steve Sjuggerud comment:
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(as you said). I’m saying cashless is coming –
for sure. I don’t have the answer. But maybe
Europe has already solved it...
Most European cards are “chip + pin” instead
of the “chip + signature” that we use in the U.S.
Instead of signing, you input a four-digit pin
to authorize the transaction. In addition, they
use an offline pin. It authenticates without an
internet connection. I don’t know the answer. I
can just tell you that cashless is coming.

The coming cashless society in the U.S. and
elsewhere rings true to me. However, there
are a couple of issues to consider when
going this route.
1. Going cashless may be easy in an
egalitarian society like Sweden but perhaps
not so easy in countries where a segment of
the population may be hard-pressed to afford
the technology to allow them entrance to a
cashless world.

As a person who has been innovativetech-oriented since the 1960s, familiar with
cryptocurrencies and pay-by-wire, who also
has some background in economics, I can
tell you something without qualification:
The moment cash disappears, so does your
freedom. – Lonny Eachus

2. Visa and MasterCard may well be the
big winners in this situation, at least early
on, but there are developments in the
blockchain world which, in time, may
‘threaten’ the dominance of the existing
payments systems...

I agree with you
100%. I prefer to pay in cash myself. Each
time you swipe your card, you are at risk of
being hacked or tracked.

One thing is certain: technological
change often has large, unpredictable
consequences which makes life tough but
interesting for investors! – Brian Kelly

Steve Sjuggerud comment:

My point is, cashless is coming. Young people
think it’s way easier (and they don’t care about
their privacy). And the government loves it.
It will know what the bad guys (and the good
guys) do with their money. When the citizens
and the government both want something, it’s
going to happen.
The smartest thing for investors to do is find a
way to profit, since we know it’s happening. If
you’d like to learn how invest in this trend by
owning what I call the “One-Tap App,” click
here.
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Steve Sjuggerud comment: I agree with your

second point. We’re early in this process. The
card networks have been the big winners of
credit and debit card adoption. And they’re in
the pole position right now. The technology
will change that at some point. That’s part of
the reason I recommend investing in the entire
area, not just the big players of the moment.
To your first point, I disagree. Just look at
what’s happened in Kenya in recent years...
The country is one of the poorest in the
world. Yet, it’s led the world in mobile
payment adoption in recent years. The reason

is because the technology isn’t expensive, and
it made life easier. Nearly everyone in Kenya
has a mobile phone, and that’s all they needed.
Not the latest iPhone or best smartphone, just
a simple cellphone did the job.

Re: Blue Apron’s Two-Sided
Tale of Wall Street
In order to short a stock, you have to be able
to borrow it. How did ‘Luke’ manage to short
Blue Apron on the initial day of trading?
Who did he borrow the shares from? – Bob
D’Angelo
Turney Duff comment: Shorting

an initial
public offering (IPO) can be difficult because
of the limited number of shares available to
borrow. But it’s not impossible.
What a hedge fund would do is call up their
prime broker to request a “borrow” of that
stock. Typically, a good-sized hedge fund
could have two or three different prime
brokers they use. And like most things on
Wall Street – the relationship matters. They’d
beg their prime broker to get a borrow on as
many shares as they could. Then, they’d call
their other prime brokers and do the same.
Also, sometimes hedge funds can short stocks
without the borrow. If they cover on the same
day, typically nothing happens. But if they
carry the position overnight, they get a call
the next day and the process of a buy-in starts
to occur. This usually results in a slap on the
wrist and takes many days to become official
so the stock might be lower before they are
forced to buy the shares back.

Get Ready for an Oil Squeeze
(Bad News for Oil Bears)
The firm that
accurately
predicted
2014’s oil
crash from
$100 to $40…
And warned
that “Peak Oil” was a myth… Now says
America is on the precipice of what
could be the biggest oil boom in history.
Click here to learn more.

Good news for Your
Retirement Account
A new bill
is moving
through
Congress. If
you saved for
retirement,
you could
collect thousands in cash over the
next few weeks. Get the details.
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MILLIONS OF AMERICANS WILL SOON BE
CALLING FOR “REDISTRIBUTION”...
WITH THE YOUNG VIOLENTLY TAKING FROM THE OLD.

A LOTTERY
NOBODY
WANTS TO WIN
A major jubilee is coming to
America soon...
By Porter
Stansberry

Lots of people will be excited about this
once-in-50-years event. The crowds will cheer.
And politicians will promise new and better
prosperity.
But what will happen is really a national
nightmare.
If you’ve never heard of the concept of a
national jubilee, read this carefully... and
skeptically. I need your feedback about these
ideas. (Please send us a note to the e-mail
address at the end of this article).
You see, I fear we may be among the only
people in America who know what’s about to
happen... and why it can’t be stopped.
Did you ever read Shirley Jackson’s acclaimed
short story, The Lottery? The story starts out
by painting a picture of a beautiful, small
farming community.
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The morning of June 27th was clear and
sunny, with the fresh warmth of a fullsummer day; the flowers were blossoming
profusely and the grass was richly green.
The people of the village began to gather
in the square, between the post office
and the bank, around ten o’clock... The
children assembled first, of course. School
was recently over for the summer, and
the feeling of liberty sat uneasily on most
of them; they tended to gather together
quietly for a while before they broke into
boisterous play.
The author, however, soon hints at the
depravity that will follow:
Bobby Martin had already stuffed his
pockets full of stones, and the other boys
soon followed his example, selecting the
smoothest and roundest stones; Bobby and
Harry Jones and Dickie Delacroix – the
villagers pronounced this name “Dellacroy”
– eventually made a great pile of stones in
one corner of the square and guarded it
against the raids of the other boys.

CLICK HERE TO

READ THE WEB VERSION

This is a lottery that no one wants to win...
As you know if you’ve ever read the story,
every adult has to draw a card from the black
box. Whoever pulls out the card with the
mark of death (a black spot) is stoned to
death. It’s a ritual killing. Every member of
the community must take part. They even
hand a stone to the victim’s young son, so he
can take part in the ritual.
The jubilee we’re about to experience will
have many of the same characteristics...
Millions of Americans will soon be calling for
it. Some violently. The young, the poor, and
the ignorant will all rally for jubilee. They
will, in effect, start piling up stones.
And the person who is going to be ritually
killed? That will be us.
Economies collapse when debt-service costs
grow faster than income for a long time –
usually 50 years or more. These aren’t normal
default cycles. These are far different... These
are debt-fueled revolutions.
What happens is that debt builds and builds.
Once debt-service costs start growing faster
than the economy, then the total debt is never
reduced. Sooner or later, debt begins to grow
geometrically, far faster
than income. And
then... it simply can’t
be managed. That’s
when the crisis
hits.

These debt revolutions are characterized
by the inability of the debt burden to be
reduced in “normal” ways. In a normal cycle,
deleveraging reduces debt burdens. And
this happens through some combination of
reduced spending (to pay off debt), defaults
(where assets are redistributed among
creditors), and increases to the money supply
(to prevent a deflationary spiral and stoke
economic growth).

The young,
the poor,
and the
ignorant
will all rally
for jubilee.
They will, in
effect, start
piling up
stones.

But in a debt revolution... those normal
measures don’t work. Austerity causes a big
reduction in economic growth. Spending
slows and the economy declines faster than
debt can be reduced.

And the
person who
is going to
be ritually
killed? That
will be us.

Likewise, the debt burdens can be so big that
defaults don’t work because the collateral
won’t come close to covering
the debt. (Think about
General Motors’ bankruptcy.
The government put an
additional $50 billion
into the company, and
it still couldn’t pay its
creditors.) And sometimes
even extreme amounts of
money printing doesn’t
work because interest costs
increase more than inflation,
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causing the debt burden to continually grow
faster than the economy.

When ‘Normal’
Stops Working

The burden
of these
debts is
falling most
heavily on
the poorest
members
of our
society –
the people
most likely
to be
radicalized.

When deleveraging doesn’t work, the debt
burden grows and grows. It begins to weigh
heavier and heavier across the poorest
segments of society. It becomes life-choking.
It leads to despair. To depression. To violence.
And to revolution.

Even after the crisis of 2008. Even with $4
trillion in new money. Even with the huge
number of mortgage defaults (over $1 trillion
in losses).
And... what really matters is that, more so
than ever before, the burden of these debts is
falling most heavily on the poorest members
of our society – the people most likely to
be radicalized. The people most likely to be
violent. The people most likely to declare a
jubilee.

I don’t think I have to tell anyone that
the federal debt burden has been growing
uncontrollably for the last decade. Since
2008, total U.S. federal debt has more
than doubled. That is, our government has
borrowed more money in the last 10 years
than it borrowed in the 231 prior years of its
existence, combined.

Most Americans believe the 2008-2011
financial crisis solved our debt problem...

Yes, in terms of debt to gross domestic
product (GDP), government borrowing was
larger during the Civil
War and during World
War II. That’s true.
But it’s also irrelevant.
What really matters
is that it’s not only
the government’s debt
that continues to grow
uncontrollably. What
really matters is that our
country’s total debt load
(household, corporate,
and government)
continues to grow.

But the facts tell a different story.
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We all know someone who defaulted on his
mortgage and hasn’t been able to borrow
money since. Most of us believe that solved
the problem... that everything is fine now.
Well, except for the government’s debt... But
that’s a different kind of problem.

• U.S. total debt (household, corporate, and
government) hasn’t declined since 2008.
• Federal debt only declined in one quarter
(first quarter 2017, -2.6%) since 2008.
Household debt only declined twice (2010,
2011 by less than 1%). And corporate debt
has declined twice, too (-4% in 2009, less
than 1% in 2010).
• Total debt is currently growing at almost 4%
a year. Since 2008 our economy has grown
on average at 2.9% a year. That means, once
again, our debts are growing much faster
than our economy.

Our economy did not deleverage. The
“normal” methods of reducing our country’s
debt burdens did not work.
Economists will be quick to tell you that
this doesn’t really matter because debt service
burdens fell. That has allowed disposable
income to rise and led to “solid” economic
growth that, eventually, will allow these debts
to be repaid.
Please remember this idea: It is because
debt service obligations have fallen (relative
to GDP) that our economy recovered, not
because of any reduction in debt load.
As you know, interest rates have fallen
dramatically over the past eight years. Yields
on corporate junk bonds have never been
lower. Same with yields on government debt.
Same with most mortgage loans. These huge
reductions in borrowing costs allowed the
economy to continue growing despite the lack
of any deleveraging and the continued growth
of our debt burden.
These massive reductions in interest rates
were caused by the Federal Reserve’s actions...
which are now being reversed.
There’s another problem that most people
haven’t figured out yet...
Most of the household credit growth over the
last few years wasn’t in mortgages, which are
normally safe loans. They’re well collateralized.
And most people who buy a house have the
income required to support the loan. The new
debt has been highly concentrated in the
poorest segments of our society.

Credit Suisse Chief Global Strategist Jonathan
Wilmot published some debt research that
looked at debt-to-income ratios across
different segments of the population. In the
late 1980s, the 20% of Americans with the
least amount of income held little debt, when
measured against their income levels. Today,
however, this segment of the population is the
most in debt when measured against income.
The poorest Americans now hold debts in excess
of 250% of their incomes, or about five times
more debt than the wealthiest 20%.
This massive change in the character of our
household debts came about because of
“innovations” in lending – like subprime auto
loans, pay day lenders, and, most important,
student loans. Today total household debt
is almost $13 trillion. That’s higher than the
previous all-time high of $12.6 trillion, set in
the third quarter of 2008 – immediately prior
to the last crisis.

This massive
change
in the
character
of our
household
debts came
about
because of
"innovations"
in lending –
like
subprime
auto loans,
pay day
lenders,
and, most
important,
student
loans.

And what’s most important to understand
is that the cost of this debt burden has been
artificially reduced since 2009 by the Fed.
These costs – not just the normal debt service,
but also the cost of defaults – are about to soar.
More than 10% of these loans are student
loans ($1.5 trillion outstanding). Most were
made to poor people against zero collateral,
where there isn’t any legal process to deal with
defaults. This is a serious economic problem
that will transform into a serious political
problem because we have no economic or
legal way to deal with these debts.
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In other words... this massive debt bubble
has mostly been created by the 44 million
Americans who have student loans. These are
the people in our society who are the least
able to manage their debts. They are the most
likely to default.

Forty-four
million
people carry
a student
loan. Most of
them can't
afford these
loans. Nor
can they
default.
They can't
restructure.
They're
stuck.

In 2016, no payments were made by more
than 4 million borrowers against a total of
$137 billion in outstanding student loans.
This represents a 14% annual increase in the
default rate from 2015. On average, 3,000
new people default on their student loans
each day.
And yet... the issuance of these bad debts
continues to soar. Since 2013, the average
balance of all student borrowers has increased
by 17% to more than $30,000.

A Violent Redistribution
What happens when the least educated, least
“vested,” and most violent members of your
society (unmarried men in their 20s)... also
make up the largest demographic block... and
have the largest debts (relative to income)
with zero ability to pay back these debts back
or discharge them through bankruptcy?
Forty-four million people carry a student
loan. Most of them can’t afford these loans.
Nor can they default. They can’t restructure.
They’re stuck – many with $100,000 loans
that absorb more than 100% of their
disposable income.
What do you think they are going to do? All
they can do is fight...
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When you watch the news and you see
people rioting about race in Charlottesville,
Virginia... when you see the inner cities
burning in Baltimore... when you see
more and more radicalized politics – like
resurgent neo-Nazi groups, the rise of
Black Lives Matter protests, and college
students embracing violence to protest at
any conservative speaker – what you’re really
seeing is the beginning of the jubilee.
These protests may nominally be about race.
Or about Donald Trump. But what they are
really about is hopelessness. What they are
really about is economics. The poor – and
especially the young and poor in our country
– have no hope of being able to afford the
American dream. Not when median incomes
are $60,000 and the average college debt is
more than $30,000. Not when the average
cost of a house is more than $250,000 and
even a decent apartment is unaffordable for
most college graduates.
The jubilee has started in America...
The jubilee is a Jewish economic tradition.
It is part of the Old Testament. You’ll find it
described in the Book of Leviticus, Chapter
25. The idea was simple. At the end of 49
years, all debts would be wiped out and
collateral property returned. It was a way of
completely “resetting” the financial order, of
making sure the wealthy didn’t become too
dominant... of making sure their economy
didn’t collapse... of making sure there was
never a violent revolution.

them have a debt burden they can’t afford. So
out of the four ways to reduce our economy’s
debt burden, which do you think we’re going
to try next?
It’s a jubilee. And just like Shirley Jackson’s
lottery, it’s likely to be incredibly violent...
with the young violently taking from the old.

The jubilee has started. You haven’t seen it
yet. But it’s there. Mark Zuckerberg (founder
of Facebook) recently toured all 50 states.
His message: we should forgive all student
loans and offer a guaranteed income to every
American. Likewise, both the Hillary Clinton
and Bernie Sanders campaign pledged to
forgive student loans and make college “free.”
There is a fourth way to deleverage an
economy. I already mentioned the three
normal ways: austerity... default... and money
printing. You can also redistribute the wealth.
That’s the jubilee.
We’ve been trying the first three ways for
almost 10 years. They haven’t worked, at all.
Instead, the debt burden has only grown
larger, and it has grown fastest on the backs of
the poorest members of our society. This does
not bode well for the stability of our country.

President Trump comes up for re-election
in 2020. That’s 49 years to the day since the
last jubilee in America, in 1971. That’s when
Nixon repudiated our government’s debt
by abandoning the Bretton Woods goldstandard system and telling our creditors, who
had been promised payment in gold, to “go
pound sand.”

Many of
you can
remember
the 1970s.
The violent
protests.
The soaring
inflation. The
feeling that
the country
was coming
apart at the
seams.

Since then, total debt in America has soared
from around 100% of GDP to close to
400% of GDP. Many of you can remember
the 1970s. The violent protests. The soaring
inflation. The feeling that the country was
coming apart at the seams.
Well, this time will be about four times worse.
The jubilee is coming. And you’d better get
ready for it.
Keep a copy of this issue of American
Consequences filed away...
Share it with your friends. Remember where
you first heard about the coming jubilee.
And send us your comments at feedback@
americanconsequences.com.

Think about it... Most of the voting
households in our country can’t handle a
$400 emergency. Millions and millions of
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FOR DECADES, GOVERNMENT BONDS HAVE HAD
A REPUTATION FOR RISK-FREE RETURN.
But today, the story is different...
By Dr. Steve
Sjuggerud

'RETURN-FREE
RISK'
I

nvestors are buying more government bonds
right now than at any time in the last year...

Should you join them?

Who wants to earn zero percent for 10 years?

“Bonds drew in money for the 26th straight
week,” Reuters reported last week, “as
investors hungry to earn a return rushed into
U.S. Treasury funds, which enjoyed their
biggest inflows in 62 weeks.”

In college, I was taught that government
bonds in developed countries – particularly
the U.S. – are safe, and should be thought of
as having a “risk free” rate of interest.

Before you follow the crowd and rush into
government bonds, consider this...
Government bonds around the world pay
next to nothing.
If you lend your money to the Japanese
government for the next 10 years, you will
earn literally nothing. In Switzerland, the
story is even worse. Take a look...
Country
U.S.
Germany
Japan
Switzerland
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2017

10-Year Gov't Bond
Interest Rate
2.2%
0.4%
0.0%
-0.1%

We were taught that all other interest rates
should be based on this rate... and that
in exchange for increased risk, other rates
should be somewhat higher than the riskfree government bond rate. (Your 30-year
mortgage rate is a good example. Its rate is
usually a percentage point or two higher than
the 30-year government bond rate.)
“Hmmm,” I thought, sitting in the
classroom... “Is this really true? Is a
government bond really risk-free?” The lesson
didn’t sit well with me, but I accepted it as the
way things are in finance.

Today, you have to wonder how risk-free a
government bond really is. It comes down to
some simple math...
The U.S. government is in debt for roughly
$20 trillion dollars. And America has about
125 million households. If you divide one
number by the other, you can see that the
government owes $160,000 per household.
(Of course, it’s not the government that's going
to pay that... It’s you and me.)
It’s hard to call something “risk free” that
has racked up $160,000 in debt for every
household in America.
Japan’s government, which pays essentially no
interest on its bonds, owes even more than
the U.S. – around $185,000 per household.
So, will buying a Japanese or U.S.
government bond truly deliver a risk-free
return?

I was fortunate to have a private dinner
with Jim, Bill Bonner, Porter Stansberry,
and a couple other folks not long ago. I was
intimidated by the brainpower in the room,
and the knowledge of history. And I loved
every minute of it.
Jim has got it right. You need to change your
thinking about government bonds...
For decades, government bonds have had a
reputation for risk-free return. But today, the
story is different...
Governments owe trillions of dollars. And
they pay next to nothing in interest. So stop
thinking of government bonds as delivering a
risk-free return...
You should think of government bonds today
as “return-free risk.” Then, you should reassess
exactly how much of that return-free risk you
want to own in your portfolio.

“The risk-free return in government bonds
could turn out to be a return-free risk,”
legendary investor Jim Grant has said many
times over the years.
When I read those words for the first time
many years ago, I thought, “Wow, that
thought couldn’t have been expressed any
better.”
Jim is probably the biggest legend and
the most respected guy in the investment
newsletter business. (He’s humble, too... He
won’t take credit for the phrase “return-free
risk,” but he doesn’t know where he heard it
first.)
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CONFESSIONS
OF A WALL
STREET
INSIDER
CAUGHT IN A PROSECUTOR'S
NET WITH THE WOUNDS OF THE
FINANCIAL CRISIS STILL RAW
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By Turney
Duff

As I inched my Honda Civic up Third Avenue in
Midtown Manhattan, I checked my phone...

Who am I meeting with again? Oh yeah,
Michael.
He had sent me an e-mail mentioning writing
a book, my sobriety, and that he’d worked on
Wall Street for years. He asked if we could
meet and I agreed. I parked my car and
walked to our meeting spot, a coffee shop
a few blocks over. As soon as I entered he
spotted me and we shook hands.
Michael Kimelman looked successful: clean
haircut, well-dressed, and well-mannered. We
found a table near the front, and immediately
started playing the “Wall Street name game,”
connecting on several peers.
If this were a gameshow, we’d have advanced
to the next round. We knew a lot of the same
people, and although we’d never actually met,
we joked about being at the same party and
pushing each other out of the way for a drink.
And then...
“I just served 21 months,” he said. “Fifteen
inside and six at a halfway house... I was
charged with conspiracy and insider trading.”
Then he went into the particulars... He had
gotten into bed with the wrong people, it

was guilt by association, and the charges
were based on innuendos. He explained the
mistakes his lawyers made, dirty tricks by
the prosecuting attorney, and how unfair the
judge was. And then it happened...
I kept waiting for him to say it. I knew it was
coming...
“But I didn’t do it. I’m innocent.”
As I took the last few gulps of my coffee and
wiped the table clean with a napkin, I had a
single thought: GUILTY.
I hadn’t seen one bit of evidence, talked with
a single witness or heard closing arguments,
but I thought I knew enough to make the
verdict.

"

I hadn't seen one bit of
evidence, talked with a
single witness or heard
closing arguments, but I
thought I knew enough to
make the verdict.
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CONFESSIONS OF A
WALL STREET INSIDER
He’d mentioned his firm was linked to
the notorious Galleon Group. As a former
Galleon trader, I had firsthand knowledge
of their improprieties. My onetime boss, Raj
Rajaratnam, is currently serving an 11-year
sentence for insider trading.
His company was a prop shop – considered
“fast money.” Here he was, a white guy
wearing a cashmere coat and nice shoes, who
probably had just got an $80 haircut, and he
was convicted of insider trading. Of course
he’s guilty...
But then I read an advance copy of his book
and started researching his case. Had I been
too quick to judge? Did I make a mistake?
These are the questions that swirled in my
head. A large shadow had been cast and its
name was doubt.

Trading Jobs
In the late '90s, Michael Kimelman visited
a friend who was a prop trader. He was
immediately lured by the flashing red and
green lights of the market... and by the large
P&L number on his friend’s computer screen.
But on this day, his resume was more useful as
a paper airplane than in getting a job.
Despite working for the prestigious law firm
Sullivan & Cromwell, and attending Lafayette
College and USC law school, his friend’s firm
hired people like they picked their stocks – all
gut.
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Surprising even himself, Kimelman left the
office that day with an offer contingent on
taking the Series 7 exam and becoming a
licensed trader.
His timing was sublime. When he passed
the Series 7, the dot-com boom was just
beginning... The markets only went up, and
he had success almost immediately. When he
wasn’t courting his soon-to-be wife, he was
out networking and building his career. He
loved trading – everything about it. And as
his career grew, he started to move around
looking for higher payouts or better trades.
With prop trading, the talent and information
surrounding you can raise your own game.
In 2008, Kimelman teamed up with a
friend, Emanuel Goffer, to set up their own
proprietary trading shop called Incremental
Capital. The idea was to have all of the
potential upside of a hedge fund, with the
added benefit of making money off of ticket
charges from their own traders. It wasn’t
foolproof, but it’d be incremental money that
hedge funds couldn’t make. And when it came
time to look for seed money, they had Emanuel’s
brother, Zvi, who at the time was working for
Raj Rajaratnam at the Galleon Group.
Building any business from the ground up is
a difficult task, but starting a financial firm in
the middle of the 2008 financial collapse seems
almost crazy. But Kimelman and his partners
saw this as a once-in-a-career opportunity.
Very talented people were out of jobs and
looking for work. So while they continued to
raise capital, they were slowly trying to hire a
money-making roster of all-stars.

Wind Breakers at the Door
BANG... BANG, BANG, BANG!
It was 5:30 a.m. on a November morning
in 2009 when Kimelman heard the banging
at his front door. Confused, he was unsure
if it was real or a dream. With sleep still in
his eyes, he opened the door to a half-dozen
federal agents in FBI windbreakers, and a
couple of German Shepherds. His wife and
children were sequestered to the master
bedroom while feds searched his house.
The feds completed their search and asked
a few questions before parading him in
front of curious neighbors and some TV
crews that had been given a heads up. He
was under arrest for conspiracy and illegally
trading shares of 3Com in 2007. The trade in
question was before Incremental Capital, and
during a period when he’d hear hundreds of
rumors a day and occasionally trade on one or
two.
Shortly after the arrest his prosecutors made
the kind of sweetheart deal they won’t make
if they have a case against you... admit to a
lesser charge and get probation instead of
prison.
It was the hardest decision of his life, but
Kimelman refused. He would have his day in
court.

Witnesses and Wiretaps
For nearly a month, Kimelman woke up and
took the train to the city before stepping
inside Manhattan’s Southern District
Courthouse. He’d sit between two other
defendants, who were likely guilty, and one of
which had seven informants and 500 hours of
tape against him.
After a stressful day in court he’d go to his
lawyer’s office and prepare for the next day. By
the time he got home, his kids were asleep...
Something he was having difficulty doing
himself.
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CONFESSIONS OF A
WALL STREET INSIDER
The trial took its toll on Kimelman.
Emotionally, he felt knocked around, like a
tennis ball at the U.S. Open. He overthought
every statement, question, and comment. At
jury selection, he was convinced he’d already
lost the case, only to feel better after the
opening statements. It was gut-wrenching.
And then the court played the tapes.
Traders speak fast and use a kind of “verbal
shorthand.” The faster you trade, the more
trades – and money – you can make.
Kimelman realized the sound of two fasttalking traders speaking in code might sound
illegal to the layman. And slides of his own
profitable trades were shown, though they
weren’t part of the case. The jury would look
at him every time they saw a quick $200,000
profit.
The wounds from the financial crisis were still
raw.
The case against Kimelman was based on one
call the government didn’t record, and where
they instructed the jury to speculate what he
was told by an inside source. The FBI had
no hard evidence to show, despite nearly two
years of wiretaps, seven informants, thousands
of instant messages and e-mails, and hundreds
of body wires, including an FBI informant
who sat next to Kimelman on the trading
desk for two years.

"

Shortly after the arrest
his prosecutors made
the kind of sweetheart
deal they won't make
if they have a case
against you... admit to
a lesser charge and
get probation instead
of prison.

The feds couldn’t point to a single illicit trade or
comment that proved Kimelman’s guilt. In fact,
they didn’t even call the wired informant at trial.
The only witness who Kimelman’s lawyer
called at the trial was the lead FBI case agent.
The attorney asked her one question. “Can
you show me one wiretap, one body wire,
one phone call, one e-mail or instant message
where anyone passed Michael Kimelman inside
information and he traded on it?”
After a few seconds of silence, she reluctantly
answered, “No, I can’t.”
But the gamble of calling a single witness
didn’t pay off.
The closing statement by the prosecuting
attorney reminded the jurors of everything
that was wrong with Wall Street... people
losing their homes... the worst economic
meltdown we’ve ever seen... and the Occupy
Wall Street protest was only 500 yards from
the court house.
The jury’s verdict: guilty.
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Hard Time and No Appeal
Kimelman’s stay at Pennsylvania’s notorious
Lewisburg Penitentiary wasn’t near a “Club
Fed” experience.
The Federal Bureau of Prisons put his two
co-defendants in with him, and one of them
blamed him for everything that went wrong
during the trial. Worse, a prison bounty was
put on Kimelman, and his co-defendant
bragged to other inmates that he had hired
someone to rape Kimelman’s eight-year-old
daughter. And then he promised to do the
same, himself.
There is little escape once you are in the
crosshairs of the government...
Since Michael Kimelman’s trial, the judge on
his case has been overturned multiple times
by the Second Circuit Court of Appeals. He
was the only judge on the circuit who refused
to instruct properly on “knowledge and
benefit” – meaning the trader must know that
his source is being rewarded for sharing his
information.
There was no evidence that Kimelman knew
the information was from an insider... or that
he knew the source had been rewarded. The
shadow of reasonable doubt is overwhelming.
Using a similar argument, the verdicts for
about a dozen other high-profile insidertrading convictions were overturned in the
past three years. Not so for Kimelman. The
appeal on his behalf went back to the same
judge that had made the mistake. Essentially,

his lawyers were asking the judge to overrule
himself...
The judge denied the request earlier this year.
Since his release, Michael Kimelman
has become an advocate for inmates
re-acclimating into society, giving
keynotes and seminars, and penning
a memoir, Confessions of a Wall Street
Insider: A Cautionary Tale of Rats, Feds,
and Banksters. He currently performs
compliance consulting for
hedge funds through his
company, Tradecraft Advisers,
and is a partner at a firm that
offers advice on cryptocurrency
markets.

Turney Duff is a former trader at one of
the biggest hedge funds in the world,
the Galleon Group, where its founder
and several Galleon employees were
found guilty of insider trading. Turney
rose through the ranks and then fell prey
to the trappings of Wall Street: money,
sex, drugs, alcohol, and
power. Turney chronicles his
spectacular rise and fall in his
bestselling book, The Buy Side:
A Wall Street Trader’s Tale of
Spectacular Excess.
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P olitics Matter ?
There's a silver lining to the vexing
question of character and politics...
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The relationship of character to politics was much in the news last year,
as two candidates of – shall we say? – questionable character sought to
lead us. Whether the character of our leaders truly matters is a question
as old as the idea of self-government, chewed over by nearly every
political chin-puller since Plato.

It’s not hard to see why. Once somebody got
the bright idea that ordinary people (however
defined) should be able to choose who their
leaders are, the next question immediately
arose: “How do we know who to choose?”
Plato’s answer was that rulers should be
chosen according to their character – their
honesty, reliability, probity, disinterestedness,
sense of justice, and willingness to keep
their hands off the interns. Such qualities
should even outweigh other factors such as
intelligence or amiability. “The community
suffers nothing very terrible if its cobblers
are bad and become degenerate and
pretentious,” he wrote in The Republic. “But
if the guardians of the laws and the state,
who alone have the opportunity to bring it
good government and prosperity, become a
mere sham, then clearly [the community] is
completely ruined.”
Plato’s student Aristotle, on the other hand,
glanced around the Agora, took the measure
of his fellow citizens, and decided that no
community could count on getting the ruler
of Plato’s dreams. “There are many persons
who are similar [in quality],”Aristotle wrote

By Andrew Ferguson

in his Ethics, “yet none of them are so
outstanding as to match the extent and the
claim to merit the office [of ruler].”
Given the fragility of human nature,
Aristotle figured that the more important
question would be how to build a system
of government that could survive even
when leaders went astray. Lucky for us, our
founders agreed. “The aim of every political
constitution,” says The Federalist Papers, “is or
ought to be first to obtain for rulers, men who

If the government is designed
to limit the damage that
people of bad character can
do, does that mean character
doesn't matter?
possess most wisdom to discern, and most
virtue to pursue the common good of the
society.” So far so good. However, the second
aim of the constitution should be “to take the
most effectual precautions for keeping [the
rulers] virtuous, whilst they continue to hold
their public trust.”
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Does Character in Politics Matter?
The authors of the U.S. Constitution rooted
the government in the assumption that
leaders are apt to show themselves to be of
bad character once in a while – just like old
King George III. That’s why the ultimate
authority rests with the voters to remove
leaders who prove to be louts. It’s why the
functioning of the government is divided
among different power centers, so no single
branch, and no single official, can acquire
overwhelming power. It’s why we have a
federal system that splits authority between
state and federal governments.
The other aim of the founders, though, was to
make a system that would encourage virtue,
or good character, in the leaders themselves.
On that score, the results are mixed. Many
rogues have come close – too close for
comfort – to the White House. Some have
made it all the way in...
Bad guys can end up as bad presidents
– John Tyler (1841-1845), for example,
who in Theodore Roosevelt’s words was
“a politician of monumental littleness,” a
happy slaveowner, and later in life an avid
secessionist at the cusp of the Civil War.
They can also end up as good presidents:
Andrew Jackson (1829-1837), who
slaughtered Seminoles without a second
thought but managed, as chief executive, to
hold off the big government statists of his era.
Yet there have been bad presidents, like the
feckless James Buchanan (1857-1861), who
have been good guys. And there have been
good guys who have been good, or even great,
presidents: Calvin Coolidge (1922-1929),
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hero of every believer in limited government;
William McKinley (1897-1901), who marked
the course that made the 20th century, “the
American Century”; and Grover Cleveland
(1885-1889 and 1893-1897), who cracked
down on robber barons and runaway labor
unions alike.
So if the government is designed to limit the
damage that people of bad character can do,
does that mean character doesn’t matter? The
voters themselves aren’t too sure, apparently.

The Republican party,
of course, is now led by a
man who could match,
and in many cases outdo,
President Clinton, tryst for
tryst, lie for lie, character flaw
for character flaw.
One survey on public attitudes toward
character and politics, conducted by the
Institute for Advanced Studies in Culture,
found that three out of four Americans
rejected the idea that character is “just a nicesounding word with little real meaning,” and
90% agree that good character is essential to a
successful democracy. At the same time, 54%
believe a “politician can be effective even if he
has little personal character.”
This hasn’t kept candidates and their consultants
and publicists from trying to raise the “character
issue” with alarming regularity. Both sides did it
last year. (And they both had a point!)
The issue is usually raised as a partisan
cudgel, disguised as moral discernment. The

columnist William Safire, who in one inspired
moment in the 1970s concocted the deathless
epithet “nattering nabobs of negativism” for
Spiro Agnew to use against Democrats, was
the great student of linguistic sleight of hand
in politics. The term “character issue,” he
wrote, was supposed to refer to “the moral
uprightness of a candidate;” in practice, it
was simply “a euphemism for an attack on a
candidate for philandering.” He was writing
during the era of Bill Clinton, who was
dogged by the “character issue” his entire
career, for the simple reason that for his entire
career he had been working his way through
an almost Kennedy-esque parade of groupies.
With Clinton in office, therefore, the
character issue was suddenly of paramount
importance for Republicans, and they flew
into high dudgeon. One Republican hack
thrilled her party’s convention in 1992 by
attacking Clinton with the refrain “You
can’t be one kind of man and another kind
of president” – a pithy summary of the
argument that good character is essential
to good government. William Bennett, the
Republicans’ chief moral sage and author of
the bestselling Book of Virtues, spent most
of Clinton’s presidency lecturing the public
on the transcendent importance of good
character in public life – with the implicit
rebuke to our Satyr-in-Chief.
“It is our character that supports the promise
of our future – far more than particular
government programs or policies,” Bennett
wrote, as a sex scandal swirled around the
president. “The President is the symbol of
who the people of the United States are. He is

the person who stands for us in the eyes of the
world and the eyes of our children.”
Well, that was then. The Republican party,
of course, is now led by a man who could
match, and in many cases outdo, President
Clinton, tryst for tryst, lie for lie, character
flaw for character flaw.
Somewhere around May 2016, when it
became clear that Donald Trump would
be their nominee, Republicans suddenly
dropped the moral dudgeon, withdrew their
character-is-king philosophy, and replaced
it with a thoroughly instrumentalist view
of the presidency: good character might be
nice to have, sure, but so long as taxes get
cut and regulations rolled back, why get all
huffy about a president just because, among
countless other examples of wobbly character,
he told his second wife he was divorcing her
by leaking it to the New York Post?
One of the first party stalwarts to reconcile
himself to the possibility of a White House led
by Howard Stern’s favorite interlocutor was...
but of course... William Bennett. Republicans
who opposed Trump on character grounds,
the ex-Reverend Bennett announced last year,
suffer from a “terrible case of moral superiority
and put their own vanity and taste above
the interest of the country.” He may want to
update the Book of Virtues.
Those of us without a strong party
identification should be excused for thinking:
Can’t we just agree that both Donald Trump
and Bill Clinton are sleazeballs and leave it at
that? Not in politics, apparently.
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Does Character in Politics Matter?
Where you stand, as they say, depends on
where you sit. If you’re on the Democratic
side of the aisle, for example, you will dismiss
the drowning death of Mary Jo Kopechne as
an unfortunate side effect of Ted Kennedy’s
lousy sense of direction. Over there on the
Republican side, you’ll happily downplay
Donald Trump Jr.’s obvious willingness to
collude with Russian thugs in 2016 as an
overabundance of youthful enthusiasm and
filial piety.
There’s a silver lining to this vexing question
of character and politics. Our leaders aren’t
saints – and this may not be such a bad thing.
Perhaps we can simply defer to Machiavelli.
He warned that a ruler who was too
consumed in a particular virtue – generosity,
let’s say – would sooner or later bring the
state to ruin, fiscally or otherwise. On the
other hand, qualities that most people believe
indicate bad character – duplicity, for example
– will be indispensable to a ruler who is trying
to guarantee the survival of the state against
the aggression of its enemies.
And history does suggest strength of character
can stand in the way of being a good leader.
One newspaperman said of FDR that his first
impulse in any situation was to lie; only after
he’d taken the temperature of the people he
was talking to did he gradually shade over
into telling the truth. Roosevelt lied to the
American people after Pearl Harbor, as the
biographer Richard Reeves noted, by publicly
denying the plain fact that the U.S. Pacific
fleet had been crippled by the Japanese.
Telling the truth in such circumstances –
doing what “good character,” so defined,
would demand – could have weakened the
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confidence of the public when it was needed
most. Honesty would have been a terrible
failure of leadership.
FDR’s predecessor, Herbert Hoover, was one
of the most generous, honest, compassionate,
learned, and far-seeing men ever to live in the
White House. It’s not clear that he ever said
something he knew to be untrue. And he was
an abject failure as a president.
Sometimes it can seem that all the talk about
character in politics – talk that ranges from
humid sanctimony to arid nihilism – is
simply a dodge, an elaborate missing of the
point.
Maybe a majority of the public is right when
it says a leader of bad character would be
no real threat to the health of the Republic.
The reason is that the good character truly
required by self-government doesn’t reside
in leaders but in the people themselves. Our
leaders, in other words, are simply reflections
of the people who choose them. Whether this
is reassuring or horrifying is a question for
another time.

Andrew Ferguson is the author of
several books, including Crazy U: One
Dad’s Crash Course on Getting His
Kid Into College. He is
a former speechwriter
for President George H.
W. Bush and a current
senior editor at The
Weekly Standard.

He’s back…
Porter Stansberry is back on the air… in a big way.
Together with co-host Buck Sexton, a brilliant former intelligence
officer for the CIA, he’s just wrapped up the
twelfth episode this summer of Stansberry Investor Hour.
As always, Stansberry Investor Hour is completely independent
of corporate sponsors. In a world where traditional media gets
70% of its revenues from benefactors they can’t offend, you can
always count on Buck and Porter calling it like they see it.
They’re not afraid to rile up anyone with their predictions or
observations – including, as you’ll see, their own listeners.
Just look at their recent guest list, which reads like a “who’s
who” of some of the most influential (and sometimes
controversial) figures in the world.
From Julian Assange, the besieged founder of WikiLeaks, to
Paul Vigna, a cryptocurrency expert explaining why Bitcoin’s
here to stay, to “smart beta” hedge fund pioneer Meb Faber and
even Glenn Beck, their guest list is never short on notoriety.
Every Thursday, the Stansberry Investor Hour podcast will
upload to iTunes, with only one mission; keeping folks like you up
to date with world events and what they mean for your money.

Check out some of our most recent guests...

To ensure you never
miss an episode of
Stansberry Investor
Hour…click here.

IT’S ALL
TOTALLY
FREE OF
CHARGE.
We simply want you
and every Stansberry
Research subscriber
to have convenient,
unconditional access.
So be sure not to miss out.
Subscribe to Stansberry
Research Hour – and even
check out Porter’s past
interviews – by accessing
our iTunes podcast archive.

Andrew Ferguson's

CHARACTER TEST
CASES IN POLITICS
How does character actually affect the behavior of people who entangle
themselves in politics? Agree or disagree with their particular views, here are a
few test cases from recent history.

The Good
BOB KERREY

Any account of Bob Kerrey’s public
career should begin with his Vietnam
War Congressional Medal of Honor
citation: After sustaining massive
wounds in a firefight, including the
loss of half of one leg, Kerrey directed
his Navy SEAL unit in a complicated
counterattack, showing “courageous and
inspiring leadership, valiant fighting spirit,
and tenacious devotion to duty in the face
of almost overwhelming opposition.”
Back home in Nebraska, first as governor
and later as United States senator, Kerrey
established himself as a principled
centrist, willing to escape his own party’s
dogmatism in domestic and foreign
matters – which is probably why his 1992
presidential campaign fizzled.
The fact that Kerrey lived for a time with
the actress Debra Winger doesn’t say
much about his character either way,
but his remark about the affair does...
“What can I say?” Kerrey told reporters.
“She swept me off my foot.”
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JOHN McCAIN
McCain’s heroism as a prisoner
of war during the Vietnam
War is admired by everybody
but the president. Less
well known is why his jailers
chose him for extraordinary
torture: They wanted to release him as a
propaganda ploy to embarrass his father,
the highest-ranking admiral in the Pacific.
McCain refused. So they hung him by his
broken arms and beat him continuously
because he wouldn’t let them let him go.
He’s shown the same obstinacy in the
United States Senate, an environment
even more cut-throat than a POW camp.
McCain oscillates between outraging
Democrats and Republicans in varying
degrees, true to his own idiosyncratic
belief system. Like many men of character,
he is a party of one and likes it that way.

BILL BRADLEY
In 2000, the former New Jersey
senator and New York Knicks
star ran one of the most ideaheavy, principled presidential
campaigns in memory. As a
result, he lost the nomination to
Al Gore.

As a politician, Bradley dared to be dull,
digging into low-return but worthy issues
like Mexican debt relief. His own party
could never quite figure him out, especially
his advocacy of lower tax rates to spur
growth. As much as any public figure he
is responsible for the last great effort at
tax reform thirty years ago, lowering rates
and closing loopholes. Democrats weren’t
supposed to do things like that back then.
(Or now, come to think of it.)
In semi-retirement, Bradley contents
himself with good works and making
occasional attempts to push his party in
a more Bradley-esque direction. And he’s
still dull.

RAND PAUL
Paul is the nearest thing to a
true-blue libertarian in national
office. His colleagues –
especially in the Republican
leadership – hate him for
it, but Paul rarely budges on
matters of principle while somehow
maintaining his influence as a pragmatic
politician. His small-government bona
fides are enhanced by his willingness to
put his own expertise to use as a private
citizen to help the disadvantaged.
An ophthalmologist, he regularly travels
his state of Kentucky to do eye surgeries
for free, and has pursued similar missions
around the world. He is a walking
repudiation of the canard that libertarians
are heartless libertines who prefer to let
the poor languish.

The Bad
BOB MENENDEZ

Speaking of eye doctors, New
Jersey Senator Bob Menendez
had a doozy. Salomon Melgen, his
ophthalmologist, got rich from, among
other things, overbilling Medicare for tens of
millions of dollars. Menendez was happy to
share in the wealth by indulging in private
plane rides, expensive vacations, and other
gifts that allowed the senator to live the life
of luxury he always craved.
In return, Menendez intervened to get
visas for Melgen’s model girlfriends,
cleared the way for him to receive a
lucrative foreign contract, and pressured
Senate colleagues and the Obama
administration to turn a blind eye to
Medicare fraud.

Perhaps lowest of all, when Menendez
was indicted for corruption, he accused
the Justice Department of targeting
him and his eye doctor because they’re
Hispanic. His trial, expected to end by
Thanksgiving, is a showcase for the kind of
bad character that worried the founders.

And the Really,
Really Bad
ANTHONY WEINER

Even Machiavelli would be appalled.
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TWO
WORST
POLITICAL
IDEAS

EVER

By P.J. O’Rourke

“Ever,” of course, is a long time, which is why I’m
sticking to this month. The two current worst
political ideas cannot – mercifully – be compared
to such ideas as communism, Nazism, or the 18th
Amendment to the Constitution enforcing prohibition.
But they’re pretty bad ideas nonetheless...

SINGLE-PAYER HEALTH CARE AND
UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME
CLICK HERE TO
READ THE WEB VERSION
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Single-Payer
Health Care
On September 14, Bernie Sanders introduced
the “Medicare For All” bill in the U.S. Senate.
With today’s Congress and president, it hasn’t
a hope in hell of passing.
But what’s frightening about the “MFA”
plan for the federal government to control all
of America’s doctors, nurses, hospitals, and
clinics, is that the bill had 16 co-sponsors.
The co-sponsors include Massachusetts
Senator Elizabeth Warren, New Jersey Senator
Cory Booker, and California Senator Kamala
Harris – the so-called “Democrats of the
Future.” (More on Kamala in this issue here.)
Come 2018, control of the Senate and
maybe the House could fall into the hands of
Warren, Booker, Harris, and their ilk.
Quite a fall that would be. And the presidency
could take the same tumble in 2020.
Even more frightening are some recent
public-opinion survey numbers pertaining
to “Medicare For All.” A September poll by
Politico/Morning Consult showed 46% of
voters in favor of some kind of single-payer
healthcare scheme. And the news was worse
yet from a Kaiser Health tracking poll in
June that indicated the single-payer idea has
the support of 53% of Americans. That’s up
by seven percentage points since 2009 when
Obamacare was about to be signed into law.
The bad idea of having the government give
us things for free is hard to resist. And as the

The audience of
Upper West Side
New Yorkers, whom
one would expect to
be of lefty tendencies,
rejected Universal
Basic Income by a
margin of 63%.

bad idea gets worse and worse, resisting it
grows more and more difficult.
Another bad idea that’s currently gaining
ground is...

Universal Basic Income
The “UBI” figure most often named is $1,000
a month – to every citizen over 21 with few
or no strings attached.
This UBI would replace current federal
welfare and retirement income benefits, either
completely or mostly or partly – depending
on which UBI advocate is advocating. (The
UBI idea is a bit fuzzier than the single-payer
idea, which is fuzzy enough.)
A worrisome thing about UBI is
that the notion comes to us
from both the political left
and the political right.
(There is some hope –
opposition to the notion
comes from both sides,
too.)

$1k
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If the Universal Basic
Income idea really gets
going and smashes into
the single-payer health
care idea, the collision
will leave American
society a total wreck.
In March, the non-partisan Intelligence
Squared organization, which holds debates on
current affairs around the world, conducted a
debate about UBI at the Kauffman Center on
the Upper West Side of New York.
Arguing in favor of UBI was the sternly
libertarian conservative sociologist Charles
Murray (a dear friend – and never more so
than when we disagree). Charles had been
recently chased off the campus of Middlebury
College for his politically incorrect views.
With Charles on the “yea” team was Andy
Stern, the very liberal former president of the
Service Employees International Union.
On the “nay” team were, of all people, two
stalwarts from the Obama administration –
Jason Furman, former chairman of Obama’s
Council of Economic Advisers, and Jared
Bernstein, former economic advisor to Joe
Biden.
I listened to the debate on NPR and am glad
to say that the audience of Upper West Side
New Yorkers, whom one would expect to be
of lefty tendencies, rejected Universal Basic
Income by a margin of 63%.
But there are people in favor of such a plan
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who have much more political clout than
Upper West Side New Yorkers... These people
are, again, not easily slotted into “left” or
“right” political categories. These people
are Silicon Valley powers-that-be.
According to articles in the San Francisco
Chronicle and elsewhere, Elon Musk wants
a Universal Basic Income. So does Mark
Zuckerberg and Facebook co-founder Chris
Hughes, along with Zipcar founder Robin
Chase. Pierre Omidyar, founder of eBay, has
donated almost half a million dollars to a UBI
pilot program in Kenya.
Plus, there is a long history of UBI proposals
that span the ideological spectrum...
Thomas Paine argued for one. Napoleon
Bonaparte argued for another. Fans of
UBI include Friedrich Hayek and Milton
Friedman – two gods of free-market
economics who were mere misguided
mortals on this subject. Daniel Patrick
Moynihan, towering intellectual of the
20th century left, hatched something called
“GMI” (Guaranteed Minimum Income)
in cooperation with Richard Nixon, the
towering dirtbag of the 20th century right.

UBI keeps popping up like a bad penny.
Indeed, it’s much like the bad penny we now
get from the U.S. Mint – worthless zinc with
attractive, shiny copper plating.
If the Universal Basic Income idea really
gets going and smashes into the single-payer
health care idea, the collision will leave
American society a total wreck.
Americans will be turned into beggars and
thieves.
We’ll all be panhandlers squatting on the curb
of the political avenue, rattling our tin cups
at our elected officials to bum more spare
change off the government.
And we’ll be worse than that. We’ll be
robbers, too.
Democracy gives us the gun and the mask
for the mugging. The majority of people are
always of comparatively modest means. As a
majority, we can vote to make our means less
modest by stealing everything we can from
other Americans.
There are plenty of good practical and
ideological arguments against single-payer
health care and Universal Basic Income.
But I don’t intend to make them.
Men and women who are smarter and more
politically savvy than I am will (I hope) do that
for me. Instead, I’d like to tell a couple of stories.

Sitting in Waiting
Rooms Forever
First, a story about the supposedly
“dysfunctional” private health care system
we’ve got now...
About 10 years ago, I was treated for cancer.
(Successfully, I’m glad to say.) I underwent
treatment at the Dartmouth-Hitchcock
Medical Center Norris Cotton Cancer Center
in Lebanon, New Hampshire.
Because I’m a journalist, “everything is a
story,” including me getting sick. I took a lot
of notes. I’ve just consulted those notes and I
quote a passage verbatim:
I was nagged by a concern about
the quality of my medical care. Was
it too good? I’m well insured and
passably affluent. I asked Jason Aldous,
Dartmouth-Hitchcock’s media relations
manager, “What if I weren’t?”
“We’re a charitable institution,” Aldous
said. “No one will ever be refused care
here. On the other hand, we have to
keep the lights on. We do try to find any
possible means of payment – government
programs, private insurance, et cetera.”
The hospital has a whole department
devoted to that. “In about 60% of cases,”
Aldous said, “people who think they
aren’t eligible for any assistance actually
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are.” Then there are the people who have
income but no savings, or assets but no
income. Discounts are provided and
payment plans worked out. Failing all
else, treatment is given free – $63 million
worth in 2007.
I asked Aldous about who gets what
treatment from which doctor. Do my
means affect the hospital’s ways?
“The doctors,” he said, “don’t know how –
or if – you’re paying.”
Looking back, what Jason Aldous told me
seemed true from what I could see of the
hospital’s patients, a cross section of Yankees,
flinty and otherwise.
The Norris Cotton Cancer Center treats
more than 5,000 patients a year. And we were
all amiable in the waiting rooms. Anytime
someone new came in and sat down, he or
she was tacitly invited to spend about three
minutes telling everyone what was wrong.
Then the conversation was expected to return
to general topics. The general topic of choice
during the summer of 2008 was how the
Democrats would destroy the private health
care system that was saving our lives.
If medicine is socialized, we’d have to sit in
waiting rooms forever... if we lived.
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What $1,000 a
Month Would Have
Bought Me
The other story I’d like to tell is the story of
my life if there had been a Universal Basic
Income of $1,000 a month when I was 21.
As I mention elsewhere in this issue of
American Consequences (here in my sidebar to
Buck Sexton’s piece on the “Antifas”), I was a
rotten person in my youth. I was the kind of
loud and obnoxious anti-war protestor who,
by my dress, speech, and behavior, actually
increased support for the Vietnam War among
America’s “silent majority.” In fact, I myself,
personally, probably prolonged the Vietnam
War by several months.
I was not only a left-wing agitator... I was also
a hippie/beatnik/bohemian worthless human
being.
Then I ran out of grad school fellowship
grants and my folks ran out of patience with
paying my bills and I had to get a job.
The pay was $150 a week. I was to be paid
every two weeks. I was eagerly looking
forward to my check for $300 (as was my
landlord).

But when payday came, I found that after
withholdings for federal, state, and city
income tax, Social Security, health insurance
payments, and pension plan contributions, I
netted about $160.
I’d been struggling for years to achieve
socialism in America only to discover that we
had it already.
What with the job, I was too busy to be
involved with left-wing causes anymore.
And truthfully, all causes are boring. They’re
a way of making yourself part of something
bigger and more exciting, which guarantees
that small, tedious selves are what a cause will
attract. Plus, I liked my job. I was finding my
job to be as big and exciting a thing as my
own small, tedious self could handle.
And I had begun to notice something else
about left-wing causes. Radical leftists
claim to seek what no one claims to want.
The “collective” has been tried in every
conceivable form from the primitively tribal
to the powerfully Soviet, and “the people”
who are thus collectivized immediately choose
any available alternative, whether it’s getting
drunk on Indian reservations or getting shot
climbing the Berlin Wall.
My aging hippie friends were boring,
too. They continued to be convinced that
everything was going to be shared soon, so
they hadn’t gotten jobs. They hadn’t gotten
married either, although wives were the one
thing that did seem to be getting shared.
Occasionally they had kids. These children,

though provided with remarkable freedom
from discipline and conformity, didn’t seem
to give much thanks for it, or ever say thanks,
or please, or even “How are you?”
My friends were living the lives of unfettered
bohemian artists. Except the lack of fetters
seemed to tie them to rent-controlled dumps
on New York’s Lower East Side. And where
was the art?
If I’d had a UBI, I could have afforded to live
this life forever. And I could have afforded
all the drink and drugs the life entailed. No,
worse... I could have afforded much more to
drink and far stronger drugs.
The short version of the story of my life if
there had been a Universal Basic Income of
$1,000 a month when I turned 21 is... I’d be
dead. And you’d be glad of it.

The "collective" has been
tried in every conceivable
form from the primitively
tribal to the powerfully
Soviet, and "the people"
who are thus collectivized
immediately choose any
available alternative,
whether it's getting drunk
on Indian reservations or
getting shot climbing the
Berlin Wall.
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DOES SILICON
VALLEY CONTROL
U.S. SENATOR
KAMALA HARRIS?
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Democrat Savior or
Smooth Operator

T

he late-August temperature hits 100 degrees in
Oakland, California as U.S. Senator Kamala Devi
Harris throws a town-hall meeting at Beebe Memorial
Cathedral. The unair-conditioned church is sweltering, but
hundreds of Kamala fans flow into pews. They await the
manifestation of the Democratic Party’s newest savior.

Reverend Charley Hames, Jr. introduces
Harris as “the tireless advocate for the
voiceless and powerless.” In the superheated
press section of the balcony, networktelevision cameras pan the crowd rising for
Harris. It’s as if she is the third coming of
Barack Obama or the anti-Trump personified.
Wearing a black suit and necklace of pearls,
Harris soaks up the adoration. She roams the
stage with a wireless mic, preaching her gospel
of how to dislodge the twittering misogynist
lounging in the Oval Office: Vote for more
Democrats!

By Peter Byrne,
award-winning
investigative reporter

Raised to power as a Democrat, Harris was
narrowly elected district attorney of San
Francisco in 2003. She won a close race for
California attorney general in 2011. Last
year, she grabbed the brass ring of senator
with 61% of the vote. Her experience is as
a law enforcer, not an arm-twisting, favordispensing legislator. But she is a born
schmoozer; she looks you in the eye with
a smile inquiring after your health. She is
intelligent, articulate, and charismatic. Her
campaign slogan is “fearless for the people,”
and it is easy to believe.

E KAMALA
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At the top of the fight card is protecting the
“Dreamers” who Trump has threatened to
deport. Harris empathetically reminds us, as she
often does, that she, too, is a woman of color,
the daughter of a Jamaican economist and a
scientist of East Indian ancestry. Her earliest
memory is marching in the streets for civil rights
alongside her parents. She has a mixture of
protest and smarts encoded in her genes.
Plus, a colloquial sense of humor.
“We need a new word for trouble, Reverend”
– she turns to Hames, laughing – “how about
‘hot mess’?” The crowd is angry, and Harris is
on a roll: Will we continue to be governed by a
science-denying, health care-killing, Jim Crow
billionaire with his digit on the nuclear button?
She unleashes the magic word that motivates
liberals and terrifies conservatives: change!
Change a la Harris means
defanging immigration
laws, protecting transgender
soldiers and marriage equality,
terminating the failed war on
drugs, creating tuition-free
college programs, plugging oil-company tax
loopholes, and chastising polluters. Harris
talks about the bipartisanship of her bill to
study the possibility of reforming the cash bail
system, co-authored with Republican Senator
Rand Paul of Kentucky. The audience clamors
for more.

Harris is not
exactly a
working-class
hero.

Breaking with the anti-universal health
care position of California Senator Dianne
Feinstein, Harris extolls Bernie Sanders'
“Medicare for All” legislation. Indeed,
compared to Harris’ progressive-sounding
rhetoric, Feinstein, 84, comes across as
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downright Republican. Hours before Harris’
event, “DiFi” stunned millions of liberals by
saying that Donald Trump has the ability to
be a “good president.” Harris disagrees and
the crowd soaks it up.
Change is in the air as younger Californians
are looking for alternatives to the politics of
Feinstein, who is perceived as a pro-war Wall
Street finagler.
In a much-criticized conflict of interest,
companies owned by Feinstein’s husband,
Richard C. Blum, sold more than a billion
dollars in weapons and construction services
to the U.S. military during the invasions
of Iraq and Afghanistan. The contracts
were vetted by a subcommittee chaired by
Feinstein. In 2014, the inspector general
of the United States Postal Service pilloried
Blum’s realty firm, CBRE, for violating
its contracts to privatize post offices. And
last year, the federal government shuttered
a largely Blum-owned, for-profit college
corporation, ITT Education, for misuse of
federal funds. The family business plan relied
on leveraging taxpayer money.
As state attorney general, Harris closed down
a similar for-profit college corporation,
Corinthian Colleges. She negotiated a $20
billion homeowner payback by Wall Street
banks who had gamed the foreclosure system.
Unlike Feinstein, Harris owns few assets. Her
husband, Douglas C. Emhoff, liquidated his
stock portfolio in 2015 as she geared up for
the senate race. That year, the couple paid
$450,000 taxes on income of $1.7 million.
Harris does not appear to care about money
as much as she lusts for power.

THE KAMALA
CONTRADICTION

Now that she has national power and the good
will of millennials, will Harris deliver genuine
change for the Trump-traumatized liberals?
Is she shaping up to be a fearless president
capable of fixing a fractured political system?
Or will she morph into just another corporatecontrolled politician trolling for campaign
dollars in the Washington, D.C. swamp?
There are clues.

DO BLACK LIVES MATTER?
Beebe Memorial Cathedral is Christian
Methodist Episcopal, a historically
African-American denomination. Pastor
Hames is African-American, as is most
his congregation. But only a scattering of
people of color attended Harris’ town-hall
meeting. Aside from a handful of Oakland

She unleashes
the magic word
that motivates
liberals
and terrifies
conservatives:
change!
City officials sitting in the front row, nearly
all of the audience was white folks, including
Harris’ chief of staff, Nathan Barankin, and
her husband Emhoff. Most of the audience
were enthusiastic supporters of Indivisible, a
national “grassroots” movement with more
than 6,000 local branches.
Indivisible is dedicated to ousting Trump from
office and electing “progressive” Democrats,
i.e. politicians to the left of Feinstein. The
fast-growing organization was created by the
San Francisco-based Tides Foundation, which
partners with Google and other undisclosed
corporate donors. Tides pumps $150 million a
year into organizations of a liberal, progressive
bent; politically, it is the mirror opposite of the
Koch Family Foundations.
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The town hall was not attended by
Beebe’s congregation, nor, obviously, by
neighborhood folks. There were no hecklers,
no MAGA hats, no Tea Party or Black
Lives Matter or Code Pink protestors.
During a short question and answer period
after Harris’ speech, the softball, nonconfrontational questions were asked by selfidentified Indivisible members. Harris’ show
was stage-managed, politically sterilized, and
almost cultish.

The main goal of
campaigning in
the age of social
media tagging is
to be perceived
by emotionally
labile voters as
the lesser evil.

Why were there practically no
black people? Hames told me
that he did not announce the
meeting to his congregation
and the event was held
during working hours. The
town hall was not advertised,
except through social media
to the press and Indivisible
supporters.

Also to the point, Harris is not exactly a
working-class hero.
As a career prosecutor, she was the
gatekeeper to a prison system that is
disproportionality composed of people
of color. Prosecutors are not generally
beloved of the poor and disenfranchised.
For example, California’s Legislative Black
Caucus has criticized Harris for failing to
investigate police shootings and prosecutor
misconduct. Judges have slammed Harris
for “defending convictions obtained by local
prosecutors who inserted a false confession
into the transcript of a police interrogation,
lied under oath and withheld crucial
evidence from the defense,” according to a
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2016 New York Times profile of Harris that
found her leadership skills lacking.
Mary Ratcliff edits and publishes San
Francisco Bay View, the “National Black
Newspaper.” Ratcliff told me there is strong
support in the black community for Harris’
bill to study reforming the cash bail system
that penalizes poor people. But she took
Harris to task for rejecting local demands to
examine unprovoked police killings, including
the slayings of Oscar Grant in Oakland,
13-year-old Andy Lopez in Santa Rosa, and
Alejandro Nieto in San Francisco – all of
whom were unarmed and nonthreatening.
Ratcliff fears that Harris is tone-deaf to
the needs of the urban poor. “Here in
Bayview Hunters Point, we have a wait and
see attitude toward Kamala on issues of
social and economic justice. Obama was a
disappointment. We hope she is not also a
leopard who changes her spots.”
Hames was more upbeat, “People in the black
community generally like Kamala; there is
not a great deal of distrust. She is seen as a
smooth operator, like in the song.”
As a career prosecutor, Harris has consistently
declined to ask for the death penalty, but she
has gone to court to defend the practice of
capital punishment against lawsuits calling for
its abolition as cruel and unusual punishment.
Conversely, Harris used her prosecutorial
discretion to not defend the state against
lawsuits calling for gay and lesbian marriage
equality, which then became state law because
she did not defend the statutes outlawing it.

THE KAMALA
CONTRADICTION
Harris appeased conservatives by not
challenging the practice of solitary
confinement in state prisons. She was praised
by liberals for replacing jail sentences with
job diversion and educational services. She
has publicly recognized the existence of racial
profiling by police, but done little or nothing
to alleviate it. She has highlighted the issue of
children forced into sexual slavery, but proven
ineffective at alleviating it.
No politician can please all constituencies.
The primary focus of most policymakers is
on attracting at least one more vote than
the opponent come election time. And that
requires ballet dancing through a minefield of
explosive emotions.

And so Harris’ media avatar has been
designed by the professionals.
Averell “Ace” Smith learned the art of
politicking from his dad, Arlo Smith, a fourterm San Francisco district attorney. Known
as “Doctor Death,” Smith the younger is a
feared opposition researcher. But he has a
soft spot for Harris. For her senate campaign,
Smith’s consulting firm, SCN Strategies,
packaged Harris as a tough, yet compassionate
career prosecutor. She was exhaustively
imaged as a woman of color who loves
children and joneses on civil rights.
One can imagine Smith ticking off items on a
checklist...
A year before her senatorial campaign
rolled out its first videos, Harris, a lifelong
singleton, married Emhoff, who has two
children from a previous marriage.

DESIGNING KAMALA
Neurobiologists and campaign consultants
know that we vote with our guts, not our
brains.

Harris’ advertisements featured child actors
of color strolling hand in hand with the
beaming career prosecutor through the halls
of justice. Politicians kiss babies for a reason.

Tapping into worries about personal security
works best for rallying voters to a conservative
brand. Sewing up holes in social-services nets
attracts liberals.
According to a famous study published in
Nature, “U.S. conservatives may not seem to
have much in common with Iraqi or Italian
conservatives, but ... political ideology can
be narrowed down to one basic personality
trait: openness to change. Liberals tend to
be more accepting of social change than
conservatives. [They] tolerate more ambiguity
and uncertainty, whereas conservatives are
more decisive, conscientious and attracted to
order.”

A central theme of the Harris-for-Senate
campaign was her championing of children
abused by sexual predators via online sites
such as Craigslist and Backpage. A few
weeks before the election, Harris arrested
the white male owners of Backpage and
their mugs reverberated around the globe.
1

2 However, Harris’ legally flawed case against

Backpage was dismissed by a judge on
the basis that the First Amendment can
be construed as protecting websites from
prosecution for crimes committed by third
parties. Harris’ successor as attorney general,
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Xavier Becerra, subsequently charged the
Backpage owners with money laundering –
a charge that is more likely to stick.
Harris’ media spots bragged about how
the compassionate but tough career
prosecutor harassed Big Oil, Big Banks, and
transnational gangs while working on behalf
of battered women. And it is true that Harris
negotiated a better-than-average subprimemortgage settlement from Wall Street banks;
she indicted off-shore oil polluters; she sent
batterers to prison; she targeted drug lords.
But, said kvetches to her left, Harris failed
to criminally prosecute the bankers who had
ripped off homeowners; the cash settlement
was a sliver of the illegally begotten profits.
Investigative-news website Intercept revealed

that against the advice of her legal staff,
Harris decided not to sue OneWest Bank, a
foreclosure mill operated by Steven Mnuchin,
who is now Secretary of the Treasury.
Pundits ballyhooed the fact that Mnuchin,
a Republican, contributed $2,000 to Harris’
campaign, the only Democrat he so blessed.
And after reporters discovered that state
auditors had repeatedly dinged Harris for
exhibiting laxity enforcing gun-control laws,
critics insinuated that she had pandered to the
National Rifle Association, which might be
true, but is hardly an unusual maneuver for a
politician. Just look at Bernie Sanders!
Thus, the bottom of the barrel of paranoid
politics was repeatedly scraped.

KAMALA AS THE DEMOCRAT
FRONT-RUNNER
As we go to press, Kamala Harris is currently the most likely candidate out of the
possible 2020 Democratic presidential nominees, according to online politicalbetting market PredictIt.
She comes in above Vermont Senator and former presidential
candidate Bernie Sanders, former Vice President Joe Biden, and
Massachusetts Senator Elizabeth Warren. (Facebook CEO Mark
Zuckerberg is eighth on the list, so take these early results with
some generous liberal wishful thinking.)
Boosting Kamala’s potential campaign as “the new new thing” is a
date change to California’s Democratic primary... Moved up from
June to March. California will now be one of the first states to vote
for presidential nominees – after Iowa, New Hampshire, Nevada, and
South Carolina.
– American Consequences Editorial Staff
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Harris emerged as a liberal, but not
very progressive winner who is probable
presidential material in an age when most
politicians are viewed as controlled by special
interests. Like Trump, Harris is a magnet
for love or hate trolling by the denizens of
our bipolar political system. The main goal
of campaigning in the age of social-media
tagging is to be perceived by emotionally
labile voters as the lesser evil.
As Harris’ star gains national shine, the
progressive Indivisible types will continue
to sing her praises. Conservative media are
already on the march to besmirch her.
In July, the conservative American Spectator
labeled Harris “a left-wing dingbat of singular
rudeness ... a clawing feline ... vapid and dim
... feminist whining ... culturally degenerate.”
But in an interesting twist, Jerry Roberts, a
veteran California newsman of the liberal
variety, wrote that Harris is “a shallow
narcissist” who looks in the mirror and sees
a president. Proof: she avoids reporters. In
truth, Harris has very little to gain from
stepping into the national searchlight at this
stage of her political career. She might be seen
as too smooth.

CAN YOU SPARE A FIVER?
Harris’ high-tech $15 million senate
campaign smothered conservative
congressperson Loretta Sanchez’s $4.5 million
fizzle. Harris’ marketing was designed by
Revolution Messaging and ActBlue, the same
imagery and fundraising wizards who guided
Bernie Sander’s race. Targeted e-mails flew out

of Revolution’s server farms like virtual hordes
of perseverating, flying monkeys homing in
on my ruby slippers.
On Thanksgiving Day a year before the
election, Kamala e-mailed me her recipe
for corn bread dressing and requested $5 or
more. In February, she rhapsodized about
traipsing the black housing projects in Iowa,
canvassing for Obama in 2008, and could
I spare $5? E-mails addressed personally to
me from Kamala praised her fight to make
Congress stop child sex trafficking on the
Internet, and could I give $5
or more to the struggle? Every
Only one in
day, I learned again about her
five of Harris'
family’s ancestral and civil-rights
contributors
background and her knowledge
donated less
of hip hop and Obama, Obama,
than $200.
Obama, he likes Kamala. How
about $5?
One day, Kamala’s husband asked me for
$5 or more. At the time, Emhoff was a
managing partner at Venable LLP, whose
core clients include Microsoft, ExxonMobil,
Playboy Enterprises, Apple, Verizon, and
trade associations that lobby Congress against
Internet regulations. According to money-inpolitics data website OpenSecrets, Google’s
parent corporation Alphabet paid Venable
$80,000 to lobby lawmakers on its behalf last
year. Venable rakes in about $10 million a
year lobbying lawmakers on behalf of scores
of companies ranging from Native American
tribes (gambling) to Oracle (government
software) to Lockheed Martin (aerospace,
weapons, parking meters) to Altria Group
(tobacco). Last month, Emhoff joined the
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international DLA Piper law firm to represent
digital media and Internet technology clients.
Potential conflicts of interest?
As if reading my mind, Kamala reassured me
in a campaign e-mail, “We’re not powered by
special interests or corporations,” and asked
me for $26.
Our relationship ended abruptly when I
clicked on “Questions for Kamala” and my
foreign-policy query could not be delivered
unless I ponied up as much as $2,700. Spam
filter: activated.
No doubt, some donors got
Could it be face time with the actual
because her Kamala. Public records
campaign- show that multibillionaire
funding machine San Francisco socialite
is anchored in Gordon Getty and his family
members each maxed out
Silicon Valley? with $5,400 contributions
to her campaign committee.
But the major action was
happening over at Harris’ “independent,
non-controlled” Victory Fund, into which
socialites, Internet barons, and Hollywooders
dumped cash...
The Swigs (real estate), the Schwabs
(banking), the Shorensteins (real estate), and
the Bowes (Hula-Hoop) collectively ponied
up $100,000. Facebook’s first president
Sean Parker and his wife plunked down
$40,000. Lobbyist Darius Anderson and his
spouse, $20,000; likewise, Salesforce CEO
Marc Benioff and his wife donated. Actor
Sean Penn dropped $10,000, as did Russian
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oligarch Leonard Blavatnik. Google’s political
action committee (PAC) and its CEO Eric
Schmidt each paid $10,000 to be players.
According to OpenSecrets, only one in five of
Harris’ contributors donated less than $200.
Most was contributed by large donors who
could afford to pay the limit of $5,400 to the
official campaign, plus multiples of that into
the “unrelated” Victory Fund. Special interests
seeking influence with politicians typically
circumvent donation limits by bundling
contributions. Lawyers for Harris led the
pack, collectively donating $2.2 million.
Employees of Internet giant Time Warner, a
Venable client, gave Harris the most money,
$128,000. Venable itself ranked second with
more than $105,000 in employee donations,
followed closely by ultra-conservative media
mogul Rupert Murdoch’s 21st Century Fox.
Alphabet ranked fifth, investing $86,000 in
the senator-to-be.
The flood of billionaires’ money flowed out as
fast as the checks were cashed. Harris’ lifestyle
on the campaign trail was nothing less than
epicurean – no stays at Motel 6 for Kamala.
In 2015, the campaign reportedly spent
$18,000 for her overnights at the St. Regis
in Washington, D.C., the Waldorf Astoria
in New York, the Four Seasons in Boston,
and the opulent W Hotel in Los Angeles.
Which is weird since she was supposedly
campaigning in California. Harris reportedly
flew first class and was chauffeured through
the inner cities in limousines. And she kept
a stable of expensive lawyers happy. In 2016,
the Harris campaign paid $85,000 to the
national Democratic Party’s go-to law firm,

THE KAMALA
CONTRADICTION
Perkins Coie. The firm’s clients include
Microsoft, Amazon, Google, Facebook,
Twitter, and other social-media companies.
And here is where we find a crack in Harris’
narrative.
Wending its way through the Senate is a
bipartisan bill to criminalize enablers of
Internet child sex trafficking. Proposed by
Ohio Republican Rob Portman in early
August, it has garnered 35 co-sponsors. But
Harris is not one of them.
The Stop Enabling Sex Traffickers Act ends
legal protections for the owners of websites
who knowingly service sexual predators. It
authorizes federal and state law enforcers
to arrest and prosecute owners of websites
who facilitate illegal sex trafficking, such
as the owners of Backpage who stand
accused. Backpage was a target of a twoyear congressional investigation from which
Portman’s bill emerged.
But Google and 10 Internet trade groups
representing the Internet’s biggest players
– including Microsoft, Facebook, Reddit,
PayPal, Airbnb, and Amazon – are waging a
lobbying war against the legislation. Silicon
Valley believes the bill will expose Internet
providers to lawsuits and criminal charges.
The social-media giants claim that the bill
violates their Constitutional right to free
speech. And it is not their responsibility
to censor unlawful content posted by their
customers.

online child sex trafficking. And whether or
not you believe the bipartisan legislation is
drafted narrowly enough to only apply to
websites that facilitate trafficking children and
sex slaves, a major theme of Harris’ political
career has been changing the law to allow
the prosecution of websites connecting child
molesters with enslaved children.
That quest now seems to be moot.
Could it be because her campaign-funding
machine is anchored in Silicon Valley? Is
Kamala Harris really fearless? Is she for the
people? Or is she a sad, empty hologram of
liberal hopes enthralled to algorithms beyond
her control?
Harris did not respond to multiple requests
for comment.
Peter Byrne combines investigative
reporting with science writing. He wrote the
first feature profile of Kamala Harris in 2003
– Kamala's Karma – on her district attorney
run and accusations of favoritism with former
mayor Willie Brown.
His reporting has been recognized by
Investigative Reporters & Editors, the
American Association for the Advancement
of Science, and the Society of Professional
Journalists. His books on strange physics,
medical fraud, and political corruption are
critically acclaimed. Based in Northern
California, his work can be found at www.
peterbyrne.info.

In 2013, Harris joined 50 state attorney
generals in demanding that Congress outlaw
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Three of
the Most
Dangerous
Words in
America
IF YOU TRUST THE GOVERNMENT TO "TAKE CARE OF" YOU...
YOU MAY BE IN FOR A TERRIBLE SURPRISE.
By Dr. David Eifrig

CLICK HERE TO
READ THE WEB VERSION
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If you don't do this, you will likely never, ever be wealthy.
You will work until your health collapses, and you'll be dependent on
the whims of Washington bureaucrats. Quite possibly, you'll die broke.
It's a disturbing fate... But many Americans will experience it firsthand.

Starting today, I want you to look at
retirement in a completely different way.
Erase the dangerous information you’ve been
spoon-fed since you were too young to know
the difference about your money, your health,
and how things work in America.
This dangerous information feeds dangerous
beliefs... beliefs like “Go to a good school and
get a job with a big corporation, and it takes
care of your retirement”... “Buy mutual funds
and everything will be fine by the time you
retire”... or “Wall Street will take care of your
money”... Can you really believe politicians
and their promises that “Social Security will
take care of you?”
Notice that phrase that keeps coming up?
It’s among the scariest phrases in the English
language... especially when Wall Street and
Washington D.C. get involved. Here it is
again:

“Take care of...”
So for a moment, forget about “investing” –
that is, buying and valuing stocks, picking a
fund with the lowest fees, or finding the ideal
asset allocation.
All those are important. But your retirement...
and wealth that you accumulate across your
lifetime... depends almost entirely on just one
factor: Your savings rate.
It’s that simple...
It doesn’t matter whether you make $30,000
per year or $300,000. It’s all about the
percentage that you can save...
For example, if you save 10% and spend
90%, it’s going to take a long time to become
wealthy. But... and this is outrageous... you
would actually be saving at double the 5% rate
of the average American.

Starting
today, I
want you
to look at
retirement
in a
completely
different
way.
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A 2015 report from the Government
Accountability Office found that 41% of
households, age 55-64, have no retirement
savings.
Now, you may be one of these folks or you
may not... Either way, I want to make sure
you’re aware of your own situation. The U.S.
nanny state won’t be there to protect you.
And if you’re wealthy, the U.S. government is
going to try and take your money away from
you.

Your
retirement...
and wealth
that you
accumulate
across your
lifetime...
depends
almost
entirely on
just one
factor.

Most Americans say they’ll depend on the
government to provide for them in their
old age... Of course, here’s what the Social
Security Administration had to say in a recent
Annual Report:
Neither Medicare nor Social Security
can sustain projected long-run program
costs in full under currently scheduled
financing, and legislative changes
are necessary to avoid disruptive
consequences for beneficiaries and
taxpayers.
It means these government promises will
not stay around forever. That means...
The only person left to take care of you is you.
You must take personal control of your
wealth... and you can start today.
Remember, saving is just spending a little less
than you take in. Start small at first. But if
you can save a higher-than-average amount...
say, 20%, 30%, even 50%... I guarantee you
will be wealthy in a modest number of years.
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Let me repeat this... I guarantee it.
The best part is that it doesn’t really matter
how much you make. It only matters how
much you save. That’s the part most people
don’t appreciate.
Assuming modest after-inflation investment
returns of 5%... The average American has
to work for more than 65 years with a 5%
savings rate before accumulating enough
wealth to replace their income without
touching the principal. And in our baseline
scenario – saving 10% of your income – you
should expect to work for more than 50 years
before accumulating enough wealth to never
have to work again.
But if you can bump that savings rate up...
Take a look at the table below:
Savings Rate
5%
10%
20%
30%
50%

Years to Retirement
65
50
40
30
20

If you can save 20%, you will be wealthy
enough to retire after less than 40 years of
work. If you save 30%, you can retire in less
than 30 years. And at 50%, you can stop in
less than 20 years.
The numbers are shocking, but clear.
No matter how skilled you are as an investor,
upping your savings rate is more powerful
to your wealth than either increasing your

income or increasing your investment
returns. That’s because it’s a double effect...
you increase what you have to invest, while
decreasing what you spend. You also learn
how to live longer on less money.
Think of savings as a gift from your present
self to your future self. Think of savings as
“paying in once, getting paid out forever.”
Here are a few simple tricks to get you started
saving more...
1. SET UP DIRECT DEPOSIT FOR YOUR
PAYCHECKS. A recent study shows that

It means these
government
promises will
not stay
around forever...

those who have a portion of their earnings
directly deposited into a savings account
automatically save about $450 a month,
much more than the average. Try it. Start
with $50, then go to $75 in a couple of
months, then to $100, and so on.
2. BOOST YOUR 401(K) CONTRIBUTION.

THE ONLY
PERSON
LEFT TO
TAKE CARE
OF YOU
IS YOU.

Often, your employer may match
contributions that you make to your 401(k)
up to a certain level. If there’s one financial
decision that absolutely every single person
needs to make, it’s this... Always contribute
to your 401(k) to earn the maximum
employer contribution. Skipping out on that
free money is the most senseless mistake in
personal finance. And if you ever receive a
raise, put the extra money into your 401(k)
up to the maximum amount ($18,000 in
2017). At my company, I make an instant
50% on the first 6% I save because the
company matches. It’s the best investment I
make every year.
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3. OPEN AN IRA. It’s just as easy as opening

any other brokerage account. When
registering, you simply select IRA as the
account type. When you file your taxes at the
end of the year, the forms include a line to
enter any IRA contributions. It’s as simple as
that. And it will save you tens of thousands of
dollars over just a decade or two of retirement
savings.
Think of
savings as
"paying
in once,
getting paid
out forever."

There’s also another type of IRA called a
“Roth IRA.” This account lets you make
after-tax contributions. Then when you
withdraw the income in retirement, you don’t
pay any taxes on it. This account makes sense
for people who believe that their tax rate is
lower now than it will be when they retire.
I recommend people split the difference
and put half into your Roth and half into a
deductible so-called Traditional IRA.
4. PRY SOME CASH BACK FROM THE TAX
MAN. If your income is under certain limits,

you can get an even greater boost to your
IRA. For 2017, a married couple earning less
than $62,000 earns a tax credit equal to 10%
of their IRA contribution. So if a couple puts
$1,000 away, they not only lower their taxable
income by $1,000, they also get another $100
of hard cash back from the IRS as a tax credit.
The tax credit gets bigger at lower income
levels. If you make less than $37,000, your
credit is 50% of your contribution. Saving is
difficult for low-income folks, but this helps.
It’s also a great boost to the savings of young
people. This is one heck of a deal. Put $2,000
into your IRA and the government will give
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you $1,000 (the maximum) in cash back.
If you’ve got a college student or other lowearner in your family, consider helping them
make a contribution.
5. SWITCH TO A CREDIT UNION. Credit

unions often pay the best rates on savings
accounts – like money-market accounts and
certificates of deposit. And they keep your
money away from Wall Street. Credit unions
are nonprofit companies that act as local
community banks. If you’re tired of being
abused by your big bank, move to a credit
union. You can find a credit union near you
with www.asmarterchoice.org.
Remember that ultimately, how much you
save will be the difference between a lifetime
of poverty... or one of wealth.
With two 401(k)s and two IRAs, a married
couple interested in saving aggressively can
save $46,000 a year without paying income
taxes. That’s a savings of tens of thousands
of dollars of money that you earned and you
get to keep, and that you can spend later in
life on whatever you’d like. And by investing
that money, you can compound your earnings
quickly. Before you know it, you’ll have wealth
and riches to enjoy in your retirement days.
If you have someone that you care about,
please forward this issue of American
Consequences to them immediately or
send them to americanconsequences.com/
subscribe.html. Encourage them to start
saving today. The math is undeniable.

— Advertisement —

If Trump is so bad…Why are his
critics suddenly getting so rich?
Yes, Hillary is
getting rich thanks
to Trump and
here’s how…
America’s elite… celebrities, billionaires, and media
figures… are constantly telling us that Trump will
destroy America…
They tell you the stock market will crash… our
democracy will collapse… that there will be war.
What they don’t tell you… is that Trump has been
making these elites rich beyond their wildest dreams.
Since his election, these elites have made millions
upon millions of dollars.
Navy veteran Chad E. was tired of seeing people
attack the president only to privately make millions
from his work.
So, he decided to upload a video exposing America’s
elite for the two-faced profiteers that they are…
The video is nothing short of shocking.
Among the worst offenders are at least one
Hollywood A-lister, along with billionaire bankers
and several politicians.
Hillary Clinton, of course, is on the list (she’s
expected to make at least $14 million this year).
One famous actor, who once called Trump a fascist,
is slotted to rake in around $200 million.
Chad’s point: Despite what you hear in the media,
the Trump era has actually been incredibly positive
for America so far.
And just because someone publicly “hates” Trump
doesn’t mean they aren’t getting filthy rich in private.

But has Trump only benefited the rich?
Or can regular Americans benefit, too?
“They absolutely can,” says Chad.

“And they shouldn’t let these two-faced elites reap all
the gains from the amazing things that the new
president is doing.”
The video also details how regular Americans can
beat these elites at their own game.
In fact, the profits for many Americans could come
as early as this very fall, when a set of Trump
policies hits a major milestone known as the…

“Fall Miracle”

During his first hundred days, Trump laid out a
number of executive orders, memos, and bills
addressing issues from infrastructure investment to
helping small business.
Most of these orders and laws contained built-in
triggers for later dates, some months down the road.
Many are hitting important milestones this very fall.
According to the video, just six companies could
begin to see major price swings within the coming
weeks and days.
These companies are already being targeted by some
of the biggest investors in America, including one
fund known for discovering Apple, YouTube, and
Google. Goldman Sachs has been moving in, too.
And it would appear that at least two former officials
from the Obama administration are set up to cash in
from Trump’s policies, as well.
The clock is ticking for regular Americans to get in
on these opportunities, as well.
Watch Chad’s shocking, tell-all video, revealing how
regular Americans can beat these two-faced elites at
their own game… while growing very wealthy in the
process. By clicking here.

SELL OUT
OR
WHAT DOES A CITY GET
IN RETURN FOR SEVERAL
HUNDRED MILLION DOLLARS
IN TAX BREAKS?

A half-empty stadium. Eight home games
a year. Maybe a few concerts. A national
convention if they’re lucky. Construction
costs that run to more than a billion dollars.
And a lot of empty promises.
And while a few bold mayors and local
grassroots organizations have tried to halt this
wave of government welfare for billionaires,
they’ve garnered the same amount of
attention as Miami’s new half-empty stadium
paid for by public funding.
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That is, not much.
“If you are a city that plans to throw $100
million on a stadium to make a team owner
happy, realize that you are only doing it
to make a team owner happy,” says Neil
deMause. He’s a well-known New York City
journalist who has covered public financing
for sports stadiums for over two decades and
co-authored the 1999 book, Field of Schemes:
How the Great Stadium Swindle Turns Public
Money into Private Profit. “The more I have
researched the subject, I continue to find that
for the vast majority of stadium projects there
is no benefit for the public.”

An honest look at the public financing for sports
stadiums WITHOUT the home-field advantage

SHELL
OUT?
The public financing of sports stadiums is an
epidemic that stretches across the country.
Take the current catastrophe in Miami,
where Major League Baseball’s Miami
Marlins became one of the worst teams
in the league by getting rid of several star
players immediately after opening a new
stadium paid for by the public. Or the 2015
situation in San Diego where voters rejected
public financing to support a new stadium
for the National Football League’s Chargers,
“forcing” the Chargers to relocate back to
their original hometown in Los Angeles.
“The strategy is the city only gets the team
and credibility if they build the millionaire or
billionaire team owner a new stadium,” says
deMause. “The strategy is to sell the dream
that the stadium will help the team compete

on the field, which will lead to a better local
economy. But more often than not, that does
not happen.”

By Rodric
J. HurdleBradford

Jeff Capell, chairman of the Ohio-based
organization No More Stadium Taxes,
experienced the same “bait and switch”
situation in Hamilton County, home of the
Cincinnati Reds. The Reds have not won
a World Series since 1990, and have only
appeared in the playoffs four times since then,
playing in a total of only 16 playoff games.

If you are a city that
plans to throw $100
million on a stadium
to make a team owner
happy, realize that you
are only doing it to
make a team owner happy.
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SELL OUT SHELL
OR
OUT?
“Here in Hamilton County, we are suffering
from the worst stadium deal ever,” says
Capell.
“They promised us a sales tax that would cost
$500 million for two stadiums with a tax that
would last 20 years. In reality, we got one
stadium for $500 million and an extra 15
years of the tax, so it is just another case of
understanding the expenses and overstating
the benefits. The team owners know that once
they get a ‘Yes’ vote, there is no going back.”

The team owners know
that once they get a 'Yes' vote,
there is no going back.
A SACRAMENTO STORY
Capell is a loud opponent of Cincinnati’s
public stadium financing...
Forty-five years ago, the lack of a new venue
led the National Basketball Association’s
Cincinnati Royals to move to Kansas City.
They were renamed the Kings in 1972. The
Kings then relocated to Sacramento in 1985.
And for the past decade, the Kings have
threatened to move to Seattle to replace the
SuperSonics (who moved to Oklahoma City
in 2008 after the city denied a publiclyfunded stadium). The team’s threats finally
paid off as voters, led by former NBA star and
mayor Kevin Johnson, agreed to support a
new stadium in downtown Sacramento that
opened in 2016.
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Much like the Miami Marlins, they quickly
traded their star players after the stadium
opened, leaving another big city duped and
used.
“You saw this whole scenario coming from a
mile away,” says Elizabeth Dennis, a resident
of Sacramento for nearly 50 years. She has
closely watched the team occupy three arenas
in their 32 years in the city. “They played
the public for fools and the people bought
it. Sacramento existed well before the Kings
came, but most people now don’t remember
that. So they are afraid of what would happen
if they moved. I can tell you now, life would
go on and Sacramento would continue to
exist.”
One of the major selling points to the public
was that the new Golden 1 Arena would
land the city large national conventions,
like the Democratic National Convention.
Unfortunately, city developers and planners
weren’t able to get the required hotel rooms
to meet the hotel room/per capita ratio
desired by most national and large regional
conventions. This has become another black
eye in the stadium fight.
“All they needed was one ‘Yes’ vote and they
finally got it,” says deMause. “That is the first
publicly-funded stadium in California in at
least two decades. The rest of the story really
speaks for itself at this point.”

HEARTLAND HOSTAGES
The background story behind public
financing and stadiums is not limited to the
capital city of the Golden State. Across the
country, cities deal with wealthy team owners
holding them hostage... threatening to move a
team out of the city unless they’re promised a
new stadium.
Take Kansas City, Missouri, in America’s
heartland. There, when plans to build the
Sprint Center with taxpayer funds were
finalized a decade ago, the promise was to
attract either a National Hockey League
franchise, a National Basketball Association
franchise, or both.
While the Sprint Center has somewhat
revitalized previously dormant downtown
Kansas City and has hosted dozens of college
sporting events, the city is still waiting for the
professional sports franchise it was promised.
In the meantime, the city has missed its two
best chances. Las Vegas was awarded a NHL
franchise that begins to play this month,
while, as previously mentioned, the Seattle
SuperSonics relocated to nearby Oklahoma
City nearly a decade ago.
“They still haven’t been awarded a basketball
team or a hockey team. And it doesn’t look
like that is happening any time soon,” says
deMause. “Since it is in the heartland, it kind
of got overlooked... another story of broken
promises.”

Kansas City is not alone in the Midwest
regarding new stadium promises. The new
stadium in downtown Louisville has yet
to match predicted financial goals. And in
Minnesota, new stadiums for both the NFL’s
Vikings and MLB’s Minnesota Twins in the
last decade have yet to secure any long-term
success on the playing field.
“No matter the city or the situation, elected
officials and owners are not going to give up
the fight,” says deMause. “It is at the heart of
their business and that is not going to change
any time soon.”

They played the
public for fools and the
people bought it.
DRAMA IN OHIO
Meanwhile in Hamilton County, Ohio,
Capell is trying to make sure a repeat of
public financing and escalating budgets does
not happen again.
The city of Cincinnati wants to tear down
and rebuild U.S. Bank Arena using more than
$300 million of sales tax money. But with
Cincinnati’s track record of overbudgeting
and underperforming with the Reds’ Great
American Ballpark, Capell and other citizens
are not giving the officials of the “Queen
City” the benefit of the doubt.
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SELL OUT SHELL
OR
OUT?
Every dollar counts.
I encourage people to
become informed
citizens and fight
like hell.

‘FIGHT LIKE HELL’

Public financing of sports stadiums gets
overlooked easily. Who wants to be the stick“If business owners and private enterprises
in-the-mud politician who denies the fun to
think that building these new sporting
tens of thousands of sports fans? Experts like
facilities is such a great investment, then why Capell and deMause says there is a heightened
don’t they pony up all the money and reap the responsibility for citizens to speak up... before
short-term and long-term benefits that come
they’re required to hand over their wallets.
with it?” questions Capell. “But instead the
“It is difficult for people in different cities to
foundation of every plan always begins and
come together,” says deMause. “But they need
ends with taxpayer money.”
to so they can share learning experiences and
Capell moved to Cincinnati in 1999, three
protect their finances.”
years after the baseball-stadium tax passed.
In recent years, the U.S. Congress has
“By then the public had already started
presented proposals to eliminate taxes and
rallying against it,” says Capell.
bonds to support sports stadiums. None
of the proposals have gotten far. Often the
Capell says another “stadium shakedown” is
hometown hoopla about getting a sports
happening as the city is also trying to build a
new stadium for its soccer team, so it can join team drowns out more reasonable financial
predictions.
Major League Soccer.
Neither proposal has advanced far enough
to be voted on by the citizens of Cincinnati.
And Capell wants to keep it that way.
“Everyone acknowledges that the 1996
stadium deal was a disaster that nobody
wants to repeat,” he says. “We need to look at
the entire range of capital projects and rank
them by the highest government legitimacy,
and when that happens building two sports
stadiums is not on the list.”
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“Sometimes citizens need to push back
just so there is less money approved on the
project,” says deMause. “Those are victories,
too, because every dollar counts. I encourage
people to become informed citizens and fight
like hell.”

— Advertisement —

RECLUSIVE MILLIONARE WARNS: GET OUT OF CASH NOW
If you’re over age 50… And you’re
still haunted by 2008…

DOW could soon skyrocket
Dr. Sjuggerud says, “Cash in the
bank used to mean something. But
I’m telling you – it’s going to be a
huge, huge source of regret in the
months ahead.”

Your worst fears are correct.
Right now, we are smack in the
middle of the greatest stock market
bubble in history.
And when this bubble bursts —
it’ll devastate millions of investors.
But this doesn’t necessarily have
to happen to you.
You see, something strange is
going on in the financial system.
And according to The Wall Street
Journal, it’s causing some investors
– including the biggest banks in the
world – to move massive amounts of
money out of the banking system.
What exactly is going on and what
does it mean for your money?

Urgent Warning
I recently met up with former hedge
fund manager, Dr. Steve Sjuggerud
– one of the most widely-followed
financial analysts in the world.
Today, he shuns the spotlight
and lives on a remote island off
the Florida coast. He’s built a new
life… and a substantial fortune… by
sharing a series of eerie predictions.

Many of which have proven correct.
• In January of 2000, he wrote:
“We are at the peak of most likely
the greatest financial mania that will
ever be seen in our lifetimes.”
Next thing you know, the NASDAQ
fell more than 75%.
• On November 1, 2002, he said,
“I expect a real estate bubble to take
hold. We don’t know how far it will
go. But it has likely just begun.”

He told me, over the next year or
two, there’s going to be a massive
panic out of the traditional
banking system.
Bottom-line: Steve says the MeltUp has now officially begun… and
will only get bigger.

Don’t
Miss Out!

You probably remember what
happened next – home prices soared.
• On Friday, March 20, 2009 – at
the peak of the financial panic, he
wrote: “You want to own stocks
right now.”
Stocks have nearly tripled since.
But his latest prediction
has caught many Americans
completely off-guard.

Some of the biggest investors in
the world are pulling billions of
dollars at a time out of bank deposit
accounts… They’re even selling
their gold bullion.
And they’re putting all this cash in
the LAST place you’d ever expect.

“Melt-Up” millionaires
You see, Dr. Steve Sjuggerud
believes tens of thousands of new
millionaires could be minted in the
months ahead.
PLEASE NOTE: It’s important
you take action as soon as possible,
because a huge new investor is
entering the market.
And this new investor is going to
trigger a stock buying panic the likes
of which we’ve never seen before.
Dr. Sjuggerud is an intensely
private man. But he was
recently prodded by a
friend – one of the most
successful investment
analysts in the world –
to share the details of his
stunning research with
the general public.

Warning: What
he has to say is
controversial… and not at all what
you’ll hear from the mainstream
press. But for the time being, you
can watch his exclusive interview –
free of charge - here:
www.LastBullMarket.com

WATCH HIS EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW – FREE OF CHARGE - HERE:

www.LastBullMarket.com

SELL OUT SHELL
OR
OUT?
ADDITIONAL READING

ADDITIONAL
READING

More on forcing taxpayers to pay for arenas in which
grown men play boys' games so plutocrats can profit...

Investigative reporter Rodric HurdleBradford has written a carefully reported
and thoroughly sourced article on the fiscal
pitfalls and corrupt stink of publicly funded
sports stadiums.
Rodric has a long history
of intellectual muscle
backing him up...

He doesn't. He cites the
inelasticity of supply-side
leisure dollars, the dubious
argument that expenditure
of these leisure dollars in a
concentrated area around
a sports stadium (what
we'd call "bars") will have some unmeasurable
"multiplier effect" (drunken spending sprees?)
on the local economy, the (very measurable)
adverse results of higher taxes, and the
inefficiency of government spending to argue:

Who shall doubt “the secret hid
Under Cheops’ pyramid”
Was that the contractor did
Cheops out of several millions?
Rudyard Kipling

It’s not a partisan issue...
Or a new issue either.
Twenty years ago, the
liberal-leaning Brookings
Institution published the
seminal Sports, Jobs, and Taxes: The Economic
Impact of Sports Teams and Stadiums.
The book was edited by Stanford University
economics professor Roger Noll and Smith
College economics professor Andrew
Zimbalist. They concluded:

A new sports facility has an extremely
small (perhaps even negative) effect on
overall economic activity and employment.
No recent facility appears to have earned
anything approaching a reasonable return
on investment. No recent facility has been
self-financing in terms of its impact on net
tax revenues.
The preeminent libertarian think tank, Cato
Institute, has been fighting this pillage of the
citizenry’s pockets since its landmark 1999
Policy Analysis, “Sports Pork – The Costly
Relationship between Major League Sports
and Government.”
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The analysis was written by Raymond J.
Keating, chief economist for the Small
Business Survival Committee. If tax-funded
stadiums were good for small businesses and
entrepreneurship, Keating would be the first
to say so...

... the presence of stadiums, arenas, and
sports teams show no positive economic
impact from professional sports – or a
possible negative effect.
But the Brookings book and the Cato
whitepaper were written years ago. Have
things changed?
We consulted David Boaz, executive vice
president of Cato Institute. David had an
answer – “No.”
He referred us to a 2004 Cato Briefing Paper,
“Caught Stealing: Debunking the Economic
Case for D.C. Baseball,” written by University
of Maryland economics professor Dennis
Coates and Brad R. Humphreys, professor
in the Department of Recreation, Sport, and
Tourism at the University of Illinois.

Again, if taxpayer-funded stadiums were
beneficial to recreation, sport, and tourism,
Humphreys would be the first to say so.
He doesn’t. Instead, he and Coates say:
Our conclusion, and that of nearly all
academic economists studying this issue,
is that professional sports generally have
little, if any, positive effect on a city’s
economy.
They go on to note that “real per capita
income over the entire metropolitan area”
actually declined over a 30-year period in the
37 cities hosting professional sports teams
that they studied.
(Despite the warnings of Coates and
Humphreys, the Montreal Expos were wooed
and won by D.C. anyway. The economic
results have been less than thrilling. And so
have the non-economic results... Washington
Nationals 2005-2017: A .498 win-loss
percentage, playoffs 4, pennants 0.)
In 2015, Professor Coates, working with the
pro-free market Mercatus Center at George
Mason University, updated Raymond Keating’s
“Sports Pork” Cato analysis in a paper
titled “Growth Effects of Sports Franchises,
Stadiums, and Arenas: 15 Years Later.”
There is still little evidence that building
stadiums or arenas for professional sports
franchises leads to significant economic
benefits. Sports-initiated development is
unlikely to make a community wealthier,
and subsidizing professional sports teams
may actually reduce economic growth.
The problem isn’t limited to sports stadiums...
Cato’s David Boaz also pointed us to the 2014
book, Convention Center Follies: Politics, Power,
and Public Investment in American Cities.

The author is Heywood Sanders, the nation’s
ranking expert on convention centers. He
tells a cautionary tale of how one American
city after another is building a massive glut of
convention-center space. The cities are doing
this even though the convention industry itself
warns prospective builders of convention
centers that over-supply and resultant priceslashing will lead to economic ills.
Furthermore, the taxpayer-funding illness
is contagious. Big cities got it first. Then
middling cities caught it. Now the epidemic
has reached suburbia.
David Boaz writes about the plague in
his 2017 Cato At Liberty report, “Stadium
Boondoggles Spread to the Minor Leagues:”
In Prince William County, Virginia... the
board of supervisors is about to decide
whether to issue $35 million in bonds
to build a new baseball stadium for the
Potomac Nationals, a Class A affiliate of
the Washington Nationals. The board just
rejected a proposal to let the taxpayers
vote on the issue.
(Emphasis added in case the activists that
Rodric Hurdle-Bradford interviewed need
more reasons to be bummed out.)
Boaz describes how the retired investment
banker who bought the team for $300,000 in
1990 estimates that it’s now worth $15 to $25
million, but moans, “Right now, we have the
worst ballpark in the league.”
Boaz says, “Seems like an excellent profit
opportunity for a business worth tens of
millions of dollars. But [the owner] has a better
plan: If the county doesn’t pony up, he will sell
the team, and new owners will move it.”
P. J. O’Rourke
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By Buck
Sexton

Every age has its radicals...

The American Left's
In America today, the closest thing to a
Militant Faction
revolutionary political movement is the
loosely organized and defined group called
“antifa.” The name is a contraction of
“anti-fascism,” for that is what these selfaggrandizing activists claim is their core
mission.
As their narrative goes, those who march
and fight under the antifa banner are the
only thing standing between America and
the long, dark night of fascism that has
been threatening our Republic since Donald
Trump won the 2016 election.

THEY ARE THE ROWDIEST OF
THE SOCIAL JUSTICE WARRIORS
ON THE ACTIVIST SCENE...

BUT NONE OF THIS IS NEW.
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They are “woke” in leftist parlance, meaning
antifa are socially conscious class warriors
who operate under the slogan “by
any means necessary,” including
violence. They do this to oppose
the “white supremacy” that they
view as a defining characteristic of
American life and the underlying
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rot of the Republican party. Antifa also
attempt to explicitly associate their cause
with the real anti-fascist fighters of World
War II, referring to themselves as part of
the “resistance,” and reveling in their street
scuffles with right-wing enemies (real and
imagined), known as “Nazi-punching.”
A former Occupy Wall Street activist has
even written a pseudo-scholarly history of
the group, called The Anti-Fascist Handbook,
which tries to construct a bridge from the
fight against Nazism in Europe to today’s
antifa social justice warriors, who are found
in abundance in latte-drinking precincts like
Berkeley, California. Indeed, the inauguration
day protestors who lit an immigrant’s
limousine on fire in the streets of Washington
D.C. to protest Trump consider themselves
the direct ideological descendants of the
Antifaschistische Aktion communists who
battled it out with Brownshirts on the streets
of 1930s Germany.

The most visible characteristic of antifa is its
de facto dress code of all black. This leads
some to refer to them as “black bloc,” but that
is a description of the protest strategy, not the
actual group that uses it. Black bloc simply
means dressing in black from head to toe, face
covered, to create a sense of paramilitary unity
among radical leftists with mayhem on the
mind. Conveniently, it also makes the police’s
job of identifying the anti-fascist vandals
much more difficult. Armed with this virtual
anonymity, black bloc hooligans are willing to
tangle with cops, get tear gassed, and commit
multiple felonies in the name of defeating
(imaginary) Nazis.
It is these antifa tactics that separate them
from other Leftist political groups. They are
the rowdiest of the social justice warriors
currently on the activist scene. They’ve been
known to throw bags of urine at police, smash
the windows of random nearby businesses,
light random objects on fire, and attack
journalists for the transgression of filming
them in public places, including protests.
So who joins the ranks of these neo-Marxist
malcontents? In the Urban Dictionary, which
defines slang terms in common usage, antifa are
referred to “middle-class champagne socialist
white boys.” This is a good working definition.
Overwhelmingly, antifa are 30-somethingyear-old suburban Bernie voters casting aside
their iPhones and Priuses in exchange for gas
masks and homemade shields. Typically, they
hold up banners that state their intention
to “make war on the state,” then head back
to their jobs as adjunct professors at thirdtier colleges or baristas in overpriced coffee
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shops from Portland to Brooklyn. There is no
specific profile of an antifa member, they exist
nationwide, and social media has now given
them a tool to both organize themselves and
amplify their message.
When it comes to the political beliefs of
antifa, they are, to borrow a phrase from
writer George Packer, “more a meme than
a movement.” Antifa opposes fascism, but
their definition of fascism is elastic beyond
comprehension... They consider invited
conservative speakers to college campuses
to be fascists. The same goes for free speech
rallies, which antifa treats as the moral
equivalent of a Ku Klux Klan meeting.
Anyone who opposes orthodox leftism in
America can, and in many cases already has,
been labeled a “fascist” by antifa, which again
is basically a group of white
Trump is not guys in black uniforms who
antifa’s cause, threaten to punch anyone
merely their excuse. they don’t like. Antifa
doesn’t get irony.
What they want is also anybody’s guess. We
know that antifa hates Trump, but replacing
him with the wildly corrupt and blatantly
corporatist stooge Hillary Clinton isn’t really
an option for any self-respecting anarchist.
Antifa don’t have a list of demands, or even a
single specific demand. As much as anything
else, antifa is a collection of emotions that
have been cultivated and aggravated on the
political Left for decades. Ultimately their
activism amounts to virtue signaling through
violence.
None of this is new. Antifa are the latest
iteration of a longstanding cultural
phenomenon among progressives. Trump is
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not antifa’s cause, merely their excuse.
In fact, the same tactics and amorphous,
quasi-anarchist ideology they espouse today
has been a part of left-wing activist circles
for decades. Go back and watch video of the
World Trade Organization riots back in 1999,
and you will see familiar scenes of blackclad anarchists, going toe-to-toe with riot
police for sport and indulging their pseudorevolutionary fantasies. Their objection that
time around was to globalism.
More recently, there was a “black bloc”
splinter faction of the Occupy Wall Street
movement of 2011. I covered almost all of the
major Occupy gatherings in New York City,
and that was my first introduction to the
tactics and imagery of anarchist protestors...
They gathered specifically to antagonize
police, force confrontations with them,
livestream their exploits on the internet, and
generally cause chaos.
Antifa today is a rebranding of this earlier
leftist impulse, with a more full-throated
embrace of violence, and a desire to shape our
national political dialogue with threats and
spectacle instead of reason and debate.
The good news is that antifa’s delusions
will almost certainly never become a major
political force.
The more the American people know about
the group and its activities, the more they
reject it. Antifa will likely be forgotten soon
– and then rapidly resurrected under a new
name, with a new purpose, so that left-wing
activists can play at being petty radicals once
again.
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The Left Moves from
Vacuous to Vicious
By Matt
Labash

FROM THE FERTILE GROUND OF OCCUPY WALL STREET,
THE LEFT NOW GROWS INTO VIOLENCE...
I don’t pretend to be the world’s quickest
study, but I had a hunch that things were
about to get sticky as we entered Berkeley’s
Martin Luther King Jr. Civic Center Park. The
raging mob – a third of whom were cloaked
in masks and black ninja pajamas – began
screaming at us: “f--- off fascists” and “Nazis
go home.” Not a warm welcome.
On this late August weekend, I’d tagged along
to profile Joey Gibson, a half-Japanese houseflipper from Vancouver, Washington, and his
sidekick, Tusitala “Tiny” Toese, a 6’6” 345-lb
Samoan strip club bouncer and former youth
pastor.
They hailed from the group Patriot Prayer,
a conservative-leaning free speech outfit
founded by Joey in the wake of Donald Trump
supporters getting beaten to pulps outside his
2016 rallies in San Jose.

They came to the Bay Area for what Joey
billed as “Liberty Weekend,” but cancelled
his rallies at the last second out of safety
concerns after the likes of Nancy Pelosi and
Berkeley’s mayor had whipped the region
into an anti-racism frenzy, calling the group’s
members “white supremacists” and worse.
Never mind that they weren’t supremacists.
Patriot Prayer was calling for unity and
moderation, while espousing that “love and
peace [are] the only way to unify this country.”
(Racial reconciliation is now considered the
third rail of American politics.)
Many of the patriots, Joey and Tiny included,
weren’t even white. Their original slate of
speakers advertised, “three blacks, two
Hispanics, one Asian, one Samoan, one
Muslim, two women, and one white male.” It
sounds like the set-up to an old joke – you
expected them to all walk into a bar or change
a light bulb.
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But the joke seemed to be that Pelosi, antifa,
and company have now fallen so far down
the identity politics hole, they can no longer
even successfully identify white people to
rage against. In their paranoid cosmology,
even people of color are white supremacists.
Instead of handing out black bandanas and
light weaponry, antifa might be better served
handing out 23andMe genetic testing kits.
This shoot-first, ask-questions-never
approach didn’t pan out on the ground.
Joey, Tiny, and a stars’n’stripes do-ragwearing political rapper named Pete V,
made their free-speech stand at Berkeley’s
impromptu and ironically-named “Rally
Against Hate,” not far from the park’s Peace
Wall.
As they did so, they threw their hands in the
air, flashing peace signs, the universal symbol

for “please don’t kill us.” But as we smacked
into a wall of surly, black-clad antifa, feeling as
though we’d just crashed an ISIS sleepover, it
was clear that peace wasn’t on the menu.
Pouring over a barrier, crashing into us like
a tsunami (I was so worried about antifa
crushing my tape recorder, I forgot to reach
for the Mace stashed in my sock), antifa
rushed past me to give the stick to the
patriots. Literally.
Pete caught a two-by-four right in his
stars’n’stripes-swaddled head. He went down,
temporarily blacking out. Tiny, kitted up in
goggles and football shoulder pads, dragged
Joey backwards in retreat. And Joey had his
hat stolen, got smacked in the head, gouged
in his side, and had a flagpole brought down
on his dome so hard it left a knot that had Tiny
later calling him “The Unicorn.” They were hit
with enough bear spray to clear out Yosemite.
The only reason they were probably not
beaten to death was that they managed to
crash through a line of do-nothing Alameda
County police officers, who finally did
something when they arrested Joey and Tiny.
(“To save them,” one of the cops suggested,
though he seemed perplexed when I asked
how about arresting the people who nearly
killed two men right in front of him. Just a
thought.)
After nonchalantly watching another
beatdown or two, the cops finally dispersed
some of the crowd with smoke grenades.

They were hit with
enough bear spray to
clear out Yosemite.
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A long-haired political activist
named Bobby ran for cover
alongside me, smiling and
filming all the while. (The
modern quandary at antifa
rallies: if you hit someone

over the head with your selfie stick, will you
jeopardize future Instagram posts?)
When I suggested that Bobby couldn’t
possibly find this stuff amusing, he indicated
otherwise. “If you like the horseshoe theory of
American politics,” Bobby said, still shining his
pearly yellows, “the far right and the far left
are closer than either believe.”
I got to thinking about this after leaving
Berkeley, and decided Bobby didn’t know
how correct he was. For while Joey and Tiny
were falsely-accused Nazis, I’ve ridden with
a real Nazi before – at the Occupy Wall Street
demonstrations of 2011. When surrounded by
oddballs, a self-respecting reporter picks the
oddest ball...
I half admit being nostalgic for that simpler
time. Back then, anarchists were more
interested in kicking in Starbucks windows
than people’s heads. Nobody could say
precisely what Occupiers were for – one
placard nicely captured the multiplepersonality-disorder of it all, demanding to
“Close Corporate Tax Loopholes, Tax Religious
Groups, End the Wars, Legalize Weed, and
Bring Back Arrested Development.” But unlike
their spiritual descendants, antifa, they were
for more than beating the snot out of people
they dislike, then retroactively justifying
it as purging the world of fascists. Even if
Occupiers had their populist angst and classwarfare impulses appropriated by another
radical group (Trump’s Republican Party), they
knew they were against the 1%. Which meant,
in a begrudging way, that the remaining 99%
of us were all in this together – even Sid the
Nazi, one of the Occupy protesters I met
smack in the middle of Manhattan’s Zuccotti
Park.

Unlike Joey and Tiny, Sid was a real Nazi.
It said so right in his moniker. And even if
it hadn’t, the swastika tattoos were a dead
giveaway.
But though Sid loudly complained about
the park’s activist stench of crotch-rot and
old hummus, nobody batted an eye. They
definitely didn’t try to bring a flagpole down
on his head. Sid might have been a Nazi, but
by God, he was the left’s Nazi. (“The National
Socialist German Workers’ Party, that’s what
Nazi means,” he reminded me.) He wasn’t
some crazy right-wing extremist, he wished
me to know. The left was a lot more tolerant of
intolerance back then.
As Sid the Nazi demonstrated: “Why am I
racist? Cause I’m proud of me and mine, too?
I’m German-Scottish and Tuscan/Roman.
Italians and Japs were our No. 1 ally.”
I pointed out that I didn’t think the Master
Race cared too much for Italians. “Oh no,” Sid
disagreed, “that’s just Jewish propaganda.”
But as Sid the Nazi and I marched, sat in on
congas in the drum circles, and skipped the
big Labor rally so we could drink at a bar near
the Tombs (if there were any good outbreaks
of violence, we’d catch it on YouTube), Sid
seemed to sense where it was all going even
back then: to complete nihilistic darkness.
As I informed him that a recent survey of
Occupiers showed that 34% thought the U.S.
government was no better than Al Qaeda,
he rolled his eyes at his fellow protesters.
“These people are retarded,” Sid said. Political
correctness is not Sid’s bag, him being a Nazi
and all. “The country’s political climate is bad,
but it ain’t Angola yet. We’ve fallen far, but we
have much further to fall.”
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THINGS TODAY WILL END MUCH AS THEY DID 50 YEARS AGO...
WHEN I STOPPED BEING A NOISY YOUNG CREEP

Sympathy for the Devil
By P.J.
O'Rourke

I’d like to launch into a strong invective
about the “antifa,” those noisy young creeps
trampling on liberty, vandalizing property, and
assaulting those whose political opinions they
deem “incorrect”...
Then I realized I was one of them. Or had
been. Or I had tried to be.
It was a long time ago – 50 years. But in 1967,
I was as noisy, as young, and as much of a
creep as anybody plaguing the streets of
Berkeley today.
Why?
Because it was fun.
Not that I would have admitted this at the
time.
Ostensibly, the reason I was out trampling,
vandalizing, and assaulting was to protest the
war in Vietnam.
The government of the United States wanted
to send me to a distant place with noxious
flora and fauna. And they wanted me to shoot
people I didn’t even know. What’s more, those
people were going to shoot back.
It wasn’t that I was a pacifist. If the
government had wanted to send me home,
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to shoot my stepfather while the drunken
bum was asleep on the couch, I would have
willingly enlisted.
As it was, however, the war in Vietnam
seemed like a good thing to protest.
And here, I feel for the antifa. They are
protesting... What are they protesting?
Pretty much everything you can think
of. Which is to say nothing much.
It must be hard getting a bunch of
real jerks together for no real reason.
That’s probably why, 50 years ago,
there were so many more of us pastyfaced peace creeps than there are
black-masked antifa creeps today.
I also feel bad for the antifa because,
from what I can tell peeking
beneath the hoodies and behind the
bandannas, their angry, empowered
women aren’t nearly as cute as our
hippie chicks were.
But to return to the fun...
Once we started protesting the war in
Vietnam, we realized that... “Rioting –
it’s a riot!” And the war became simply
a good excuse for having one.
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There was excitement! There was
camaraderie! There was derring-do!
I was, I confess, never very good at rioting.
I only weighed about 130 pounds in those
days, so any liberties I trampled were
trampled upon lightly.
And I was too fundamentally middle-class to
be much of a vandal. I was pretty sure that if
I smashed a store window my mother would
pop up out of nowhere, snap a dishtowel at
me and yell, “Windows don’t grow on trees!
They cost money! Somebody worked hard
to make the money for that window! And it’s
coming out of your allowance!”
My “allowance” in 1967 had been spent on a
baggie of pot that was down to stems and
seeds and probably wouldn’t go far toward
paying for a store window.

There was excitement!
There was camaraderie!
There was derring-do!
As for assaulting, I remember a lot more
running away from the police than charging
at them. Still, if you were quick enough in
your retreat, you’d give yourself a moment
to turn around and (from a distance) shout
at the “pigs”...
Ho, Ho, Ho Chi Minh
NLF is gonna win!
It would impress those hippie chicks. Then
the real fun began. “Oh wow, Sunshine!
We’re covered in tear gas! Let’s go back
to the crash pad and since we have to
conserve Earth’s resources, we’d better
double up in the shower.”

I suppose things are much the same today
as they were 50 years ago. Though tear
gas is more romantic than pepper spray,
which is best washed off with vinegar. (But
I understand that many of the antifa are
vegans, so they’re used to smelling like a
salad.)
And I expect things will end much the same
way as they did 50 years ago...
I remember when I stopped being a noisy
young creep trampling on liberty, vandalizing
property, and assaulting those whose political
opinions I deemed incorrect. It was Monday,
May 4, 1970.
That was the day the National Guard shot 13
people just like me, killing four of them, at
Kent State University in my home state of Ohio.
I was off in graduate school in Baltimore. But
my high school girlfriend Connie Nowakowski
was there in the fired-upon crowd. And the
National Guard could have shot this adorable,
innocent naïf Catholic girls’ school faintly
activist butt off.
They weren’t shooting at Abbie Hoffman and
Jerry Rubin. They were shooting at us.
And it was an irony – not lost on me even at
the time – that the Kent State protesters had
shot themselves. That is, the same ordinary
middle-class adolescent Ohioans who were
in the National Guard to avoid the draft shot
the same ordinary middle-class adolescent
Ohioans who were at Kent State to avoid the
draft.
So, antifa... drop the hood, turn the bandanna
around, and get a job. Otherwise you might
end up killing yourselves.
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DOES
IT END?

By Kerry D.
Moynihan

There is a difference between right and wrong.
It is important to know the difference between
right and wrong. And without a doubt,
enslaving people is wrong. We should not
celebrate that wrong.
And yet, how far can we go in denigrating
historical wrongs before we enter the
Orwellian world of denying history’s
existence?

As George Orwell wrote in 1984...
If all others accepted the lie which the
Party imposed – if all records told the same
tale – then the lie passed into history and
became truth. ‘Who controls the past’ ran
the Party slogan, ‘controls the future: who
controls the present controls the past.’
And as the philosopher George Santayana
said, “Those who do not learn history are
doomed to repeat it.”
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WHERE
DOES
IT END?
A lot of work will have to be done if we
decide to eliminate all celebrations of wrong,
and all memorials to wrongdoers.
So, I propose a thought experiment: If we
need to make some changes, then, to be
perfectly logical, we need to make all changes.

millennials who object to having their craft
beer smashed with a hatchet.
In a gesture to neutrality and fairness, we
could start the “Washington” renaming with
the first 358-plus words in the dictionary...
“A City,” “Aardvarkville,” “Abackburg,”
“Abacustown,” and so on.

At the beginning of our nation (though not at
the beginning of enslavement) there is George
Washington. He held 317 people in bondage.

But dictionaries are a social construct of
Western civilization’s dead white males (such
as Noah Webster, who’s dead). So maybe an
alphabetical approach won’t do.

One American state, 31 counties, 55 cities,
towns, and villages, 241 townships, and six
major geological features are named after
George Washington, as are 12 colleges and
universities, nine important public parks,
four of the nation’s longest bridges, and
innumerable avenues, boulevards, streets,
roads, and highways.

Perhaps we can use a random selection of
tattoos from today’s young people who are
so vigilantly opposed to historical wrongs.
For instance, Washington Pass, in the North
Cascades mountains of Washington State,
could be renamed “This Too Will” Pass, in
“Follow Your Dreams” State.

What shall we rename them?
Ideally, they all should be named after
oppressed persons. However, due to the
oppression of persons because of their race
– and also because of their gender, ethnicity,
and sexual orientation – the names of most of
the oppressed are lost to us. And the names
of some of the oppressed – Carrie Nation,
for example – could prove divisive among

How far can we go in
denigrating historical
wrongs before we enter
the Orwellian world
of denying history's
existence?
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Of course, you could wind up being
someplace that didn’t have a name at all...
a place where you’d need to scroll through
Google Maps looking for a hummingbird on
someone’s butt, instead.
And George Washington is only one small
part of the larger problem. Eleven other
American presidents, including some of
those rated best by historians, owned slaves.
Consider:
Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, James
Monroe, Andrew Jackson, Martin Van Buren,
William Henry Harrison, John Tyler, James
K. Polk, Zachary Taylor, Andrew Johnson,
and, of all people, Ulysses S. Grant.
Grant owned only one slave, William Jones,

and freed him after one year. Despite Grant’s
desperate need for money at the time, he did
not sell Jones. But, still...
Even wise and kindly Benjamin Franklin
bought and sold people. Yes, he freed his
slaves and he became president of America’s
first abolitionist society. But, still...
So here is a to-do list (with many, many,
many more chores to be added to it):
1. Remove from public sight all
references to anyone who ever owned
slaves or at any time supported,
explicitly or implicitly, the institution of
slavery.

The movie The Bridges of Madison County is
an easy fix, re-titled Worst Piece of Dreck in
Which Meryl Streep and Clint Eastwood Ever
Appeared.
But should the name of the lead characters in
The Jeffersons disqualify the brilliant comedic
work of African-American actors Sherman
Hemsley and Isabel Sanford from being
shown in reruns?
The capitals of Madison, Wisconsin and
Montpelier, Vermont (named after Madison’s
Montpelier plantation) will need new
monikers. I picture a (organic, GMO-free)
butter-churning contest to decide which
one gets the coveted name of “Cheesehead
City.” Bet on the muscular Green Bay fans.
Montpelier will likely get “Maple Syrup
Town.”
New York’s Madison Avenue will also have to
be rechristened. I suggest “Avenue Clogged

With Commuter Buses to Staten Island.”
It’s unwieldy, but will remove the offending
wig-wearer’s name and lend the illusion that
beleaguered Mayor Bill de Blasio cares about
the largely forgotten, mostly Republican
borough.
“The Monroe Doctrine,” I suppose, will
henceforth go by something on the order of
“Doctrine of Yankee Imperialist Interference
in the Sovereign Affairs of Latin American
Nations, No Matter How Insane Those
Sovereign Affairs Get.”
John Jay was a Founding Father (a patriarchal
and Eurocentric term that needs to be
replaced with “Crypto-Colonialist Person
Once Considered Significant”) and the first
Chief (a title insulting to Native Americans)
Justice of the United States. So, the John Jay
College of Criminal Justice will be renamed
for all the people who have been wrongly
convicted of crimes, starting with those
unfairly arrested using prejudicial “stop-andfrisk” tactics. It will be a very long name for a
college, but America has a very long history of
Criminal Injustice.
2. Repurpose public spaces that
memorialize ideas and actions that
are wrong.

Mount Vernon, Monticello, Montpelier,
and the University of Virginia’s Jeffersondesigned Rotunda and Lawn could be made
into “safe spaces” for permanent “antifa”
demonstrations. Republicans, Libertarians,
and old-fashioned “free speech” liberal
Democrats would be forbidden to venture
within 10 miles.
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WHERE
DOES
IT END?
Half of Mount Rushmore will be blasted
away. Or all of it. Lincoln, early in his
political career, made comments that were
racist. And Teddy Roosevelt’s actions in
the Spanish-American War were clearly
imperialistic. Maybe the cliff face can be
ground smooth, made perfectly vertical, and
turned into a climbing wall where people can
learn the futility, frustration, and pain of the
“American Dream” of “trying to get to the
top,” by falling off.
The Washington Monument and the Jefferson
and Lincoln Memorials are ideal sites for
low-incoming housing in a city where
capitalist exploitation has made housing
prices unaffordable to the homeless. Until
the housing is built, these places can serve as
squats for activist collectives.
3. Edit the Declaration of Independence
to remove the signatures of the 41 (out of
56) signers who owned slaves.

Perhaps their names can be replaced with
historically black names, although this too
presents difficulties. According to the 2010
census, some of the most common surnames
of respondents who self-identified as black
were Washington, Jefferson, Jackson, and
Wilson. (Woodrow Wilson was a notorious
racist.)
Or we can replace the 41 slave-owner
signatures with the signatures of important
historic figures who would have signed, but
were prevented from doing so by the cultural
inequalities of 1776. For an example, I’d
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I picture a (organic,
GMO-free) butterchurning contest to
decide which one gets
the coveted name of
"Cheesehead City..."
Montpelier will likely get
"Maple Syrup Town."
name Dolley Madison – who was not only a
woman but also a victim of the 18th century’s
dire lack of children’s rights, being only eight
at the time – but she also owned slaves later
in life.
4. Rebrand any commercial enterprise
that contains an offensive name, even if
it is unrelated to the offending figure or
spelled differently.

Lee Jeans and Lea & Perrins Worcestershire
Sauce will become W. E. B. Du Bois Jeans
and Sacagawea & Perrins Worcestershire
Sauce.
And Robert Lee, the Asian-American ESPN
broadcaster who – after the white supremacist
riots in Charlottesville – was pulled from
announcing the UVA/William and Mary
football game because of his name...
That guy shall henceforth use the Chinese
characters for he-who-must-not-be-named –
R_____ E. L__.
“George Washington” will be removed from
32 parks, schools, and monuments dedicated
to George Washington Carver, to avoid
confusing him with the slave owner.

Ditto for Booker T. Washington. But Booker
T. himself was somewhat soft on Jim Crow
segregation, so we’ll have to get rid of his first
name and middle initial as well. All recordings
by the seminal R&B/funk instrumental group
Booker T. & the M.G.’s will be credited to
the band, “And the M.G.’s.”
5. Withdraw from circulation all currency
and coins featuring offending figures.

No expense will be spared. The 2017 U.S.
Treasury budget for replacing worn-out
currency (notes only) is $726 million. By my
estimation the cost to replace all currency
and coins defaced (as it were) with portraits
of Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln, Hamilton
(his family owned slaves), Jackson, Grant,
Franklin, et al, will be at least $3 billion.
Because of this high cost and the already
dubious value of money issued by the U.S.
Treasury, I propose that the pictures on
the new U.S. coins and currencies be of
endangered species, particularly, the less
intelligent and commercially valuable. The
Alabama cavefish on the $1 bill and the
American burying beetle on the $100 bill, to
start.
But cost should not be our main
consideration – the government will pay for
it.
And the vast amount of money, time, and
effort dedicated to achieving the goal of a
“historically correct” nation will effectively
eliminate unemployment, drive our economy,
and increase our tax base.

since Obama’s “shovel ready” infrastructure
stimulus projects. Hundreds of thousands
of people will be gainfully employed tearing
down street signs, demolishing statues,
shredding currency, and the like.
After all, since we’re denying history, let’s
deny economics, too...
If we use economic assumptions that are
“right” (Keynesian government spending)
rather than “wrong” (Reaganomic
government thrift), the way we’re using
historical assumptions that are “right” (full of
nice thoughts about social justice) rather than
“wrong” (history as historians recount it)...
Why, we could...
We could “Make America great again!”

Kerry D. Moynihan is a managing director
at the executive search firm ZRG Partners.
He helps build executive management
teams across retail, consumer, financial,
and technology sectors. He specializes
in working with leveraged buyout and
venture capital funds, public companies
undergoing dramatic growth or rapid
change, and restructuring boards of
directors.
Kerry is a graduate of the University of
Virginia in English Literature and holds
an MBA in Finance from The Wharton
School. He has worked with clients on six
continents and holds dual U.S. and E.U.
citizenship.
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A Conversation With...

Danielle
DiMartino
Booth

former Federal Reserve
analyst and author of
Fed Up: An Insider's Take on Why
the Federal Reserve is Bad for America

WHAT THE FED REALLY THINKS
We tried our hand at deciphering "Fed speak" in our inaugural issue of American
Consequences. Now, we have an expert who really knows what the Federal
Reserve thinks...
Danielle DiMartino Booth is a former Federal Reserve analyst and author of Fed
Up: An Insider's Take on Why the Federal Reserve is Bad for America, an exposé of
how the Fed has abandoned its responsibility to the American people.
Her book is a call for change in how the Fed is run. It criticizes the Fed's bias
towards Wall Street and the ways its policies have made housing unaffordable,
stagnated wages, ballooned student debt, and failed to serve the American
taxpayer.
As a former advisor to the Dallas Fed president, Danielle saw firsthand how Fed
leadership ignored the signs of trouble and pursued policies that fueled the
looming disaster of 2008.
Danielle got the crowd at the 2017 Stansberry Conference and Alliance Meeting
so fired up that she received a standing ovation. And she recently joined Investor
Hour hosts Buck Sexton and Porter Stansberry to talk about capitalism, the
massive debts across the system, and even the value of a liberal-arts degree...
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Q: I’d like to start out with a question
I wonder if you’ve ever been asked
before... Do you believe that free market,
unfettered capitalism is a moral system?

DANIELLE DIMARTINO BOOTH: Wall

DANIELLE DIMARTINO BOOTH: I think

We’ve had one of the stealthiest and quietest
expansions of the social safety net in the
history of this country because of artificially
low interest rates. So I would say that Uncle
Sam and those on Wall Street have benefited
to the greatest extent.

it’s the most moral system out there, because
it’s based on something that I consider to be
honest and true. And that is nature having
its way with price discovery, which has been
distorted and corrupted since Alan Greenspan
took office just over 30 years ago.
Q: I share your sentiments... And do you
believe that what the Fed does is moral?
DANIELLE DIMARTINO BOOTH: I do not.

There’s a lot of happy news on the wires that
median incomes have finally surpassed their
1999 levels. That’s good and well, except for
the fact that Fed policy has led to record levels
of wealth inequality.
And to add insult to injury for your average
working American, it’s fine that median
incomes have finally surpassed prior levels,
but the cost of housing has galloped way
past that, negating the benefits of income
gains. Housing is something that was terribly
distorted by the Federal Reserve for two entire
cycles. Now we have the cost to rent and to
buy higher than it’s ever been.
I consider the central bank potentially to
initially have been well-intentioned, but no
longer. They’re absolutely corrupt.
Q: Who are the primary beneficiaries of
the Federal Reserve? Who has captured
that institution to their own advantage
in our country?

Street has captured a lot of the benefits. And
the federal government has captured a lot of
the benefits.

Q: What role does the Fed play in
allowing the total debt of our country,
both public and private... as well as
the banking system... to expand to
unprecedented size?
DANIELLE DIMARTINO BOOTH: In the

current era, there’s a lot of the right hand not
knowing what the left hand is doing. We have
an overabundance of regulators in this country.
I’ll give you one example from the book...
On the day that the OCC was shutting down
IndyMac during the height of the sub-prime
crisis, Janet Yellen – of the San Francisco Fed,
which she ran at the time – was attempting
to extend it a line of credit. So there’s a lot
of confusion among our regulators. There’s a
lot of misunderstanding of the conventional
versus the shadow banking system.
And then you go back to what we were
talking about earlier, and that is artificially
low interest rates. We now have record levels
of investment-grade corporate debt. We
obviously have just surpassed the $20 trillion
milestone in terms of U.S. government debt.
And we have record levels of consumer credit
outside of the mortgage arena.
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But in the current rendition, since the
great financial crisis broke, much of it is
in unsecured debt. We’re talking about
automobiles that lose a huge amount of
their value the minute they’re driven off
the lot, and a used-car price environment
that is declining because too many people
have bought more cars than they can afford,
and student loans. Again, this is unsecured
debt, as opposed to having something you
might be able to liquidate and salvage some
of the value, which is what happened in the
aftermath of the subprime mortgage crisis.

I consider the central bank
potentially to initially have been
well-intentioned, but no longer.
They're absolutely corrupt.
Q: What do you think would have
happened in 2008 and 2009 if the Fed
hadn’t been able to radically expand its
balance sheet?
DANIELLE DIMARTINO BOOTH: Well, I

think that we would have had a much nastier
corporate-default cycle than we did. I think
we would have potentially had an RTC type
of solution to the mortgage crisis. And I
think that there would have been a greater
washout among investors, and less in the way
of excessive and further moral hazard created
due to the central bank riding to the rescue.
Recall that the liquidity measures put in place
to unfreeze the credit markets by the New
York Fed had diddly-squat – that’s a technical
term – to do with the Fed expanding its
balance sheet. One did not have to go
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alongside the other. It was a liquidity freeze
that needed solving, not the QE2 and QE3
that again just benefited a very small tony
cohort and Uncle Sam.
Q: I remember one of the big problems
in 2009 was the commercial credit
log jam and lockup. Do you think that
could have been solved without the Fed
expanding its balance sheet?
DANIELLE DIMARTINO BOOTH: I was

there when then-Dallas Fed president
Richard Fisher asked me to get all the topranked commercial paper on Planet Earth.
We created a facility at the time, live, on
the ground to resolve the freeze-up in the
commercial paper market.
A lot of what was created by the Fed’s
quantitative easing has made its way into
malinvestment, to use an Austrian term... And
a lot of it went into pulling investment forward
that didn’t need to be done at the time.
Q: What role has all that money and all
those bailouts played in exacerbating
the wealth disparity in our country?
DANIELLE DIMARTINO BOOTH: It’s played

a tremendous role. If you think in terms of
QE2 and QE3, when I was jumping up and
down, pounding the table saying, “You’re
going to hurt the people you’re supposed to
help – i.e. Joe Sixpack and Jane Q. Worker on
Main Street – if you insist on distorting the
cleaning out of the housing market.”
Today, you have multibillionaires buying
homes to rent out, and they’re price-agnostic
buyers playing with somebody else’s money,

making 2 and 20, and all they’re going do is
jack up rates. And lo and behold, a front-page
Wall Street Journal story recently said that
single family home rental rates are hundreds
of dollars on a per-home basis higher than
they would be otherwise.
This, again, is hurting the average U.S.
household who spends upward of a third and up
to 50% in major markets of their income after
tax on housing. That’s who it hurts the most.
Q: The two largest areas of credit
excess today are in the corporatebond market and the student-loan
area... You have had junk bonds trading
at option-adjusted yields that are
lower than investment-grade bonds,
meaning there’s an enormous inflation
in the value of junk bonds. And there’s
been, therefore, way more of those
issued than will ever be repaid, in my
view. And more than 40% of student
loans that ought to be being serviced
are not being serviced. That’s a huge
default rate, if anyone ever calculated
it correctly. Do you have any insight
to how those two big bubbles will be
resolved?
DANIELLE DIMARTINO BOOTH: Well, I

think that some of the recent work by the
Bank of International Settlements suggests
that the over-indebtedness is going to be
difficult to resolve against a backdrop of
basically an emerging middle class in other
parts of the world.
We’re going to shift on a demographic
dime soon, in large part because there are
burgeoning middle classes in China and

India. There are more of them than there are
us. This will collide with the debt that’s been
built up in the sense that debtor nations will
be tried if they try to go too far down the
path of debt forgiveness.
And if you gave truth serum to any politician
in America – regardless of their political
affiliation – I think they would tell you that
in order to maintain millennials as voters
going forward, it’s going to come down to the
student-loan debt forgiveness. Which is just a
great lesson to teach an entire generation.
Q: Do you think there’ll ever be a way of
funding college with equity instead of
with debt?
DANIELLE DIMARTINO BOOTH: That’s an

interesting way to approach it. But I think
on a more fundamental level, education’s
overpriced. That started with cash-out
refinancing. People took money out of their
homes and sent their children to school,
which accelerated the pace tremendously
if you look at the chart of college tuition
inflation. It really took off during the housing
boom years.
And much more important, we’re finally
starting to see consolidation in colleges,
the way we have seen in many inefficient
industries. So we’ll see a lot of them close.
That’s a good thing. I’m not disparaging of
anybody’s alma mater. But certainly, we need
more vocation in this country.
There is a reason – aside from outright
currency manipulation via the euro – that the
Germans have continued to excel since the
great financial crisis. And a lot of it has to do
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with the fundamental structure of their higher
education system, which does not attach a
stigma to vocational education. So you’re able
to continue climbing up the manufacturing
ladder going forward, in addition to having
STEM and educating engineers. We don’t
need as many liberal-arts majors as we’ve got
running around out there.
Q: I’ve got one last serious question for
you. I want to get back to the other debt
bubble that I spend a lot of time on,
which is the corporate debt bubble. And
I’m sure you’re familiar with the name
Martin Fridson, the “dean,” if you will, of
high-yield debt on Wall Street.
DANIELLE DIMARTINO BOOTH: Oh,

absolutely. Marty is a good friend. Yes.
Q: And Marty is forecasting something
on the order of $1.6 trillion in defaults by
2021 or 2022 or so, over the next three or
four years, over the next credit-default
cycle. Do you share that outlook? Do you
think it’ll be that bad?
DANIELLE DIMARTINO BOOTH: I do,

but he comes at this from the prism of the
godfather of junk. And I come at this from
the prism of investors in the same way they
look the other way with subprime mortgages
having a AAA rating.
I think investors have looked the other way
with investment-grade debt. There’s too
much of it out there. I think we are going
to be living in a world populated with fallen
angels.
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A featured commentator on CNBC,
Bloomberg, and Fox Business,
Danielle DiMartino Booth makes
bold market predictions based on
meticulous research and years of
experience in central banking.
Her book Fed Up: An Insider’s Take
on Why the Federal Reserve is Bad
for America is a must-read
if you’re at all interested
in changing the way the
Federal Reserve is run. And
she recently launched a
newsletter, Money Strong,
in partnership with Dennis
Gartman, who we featured
in our September issue of
American Consequences.
For the full interview between
Buck, Porter, and Danielle, click
here to sign up for the Investor
Hour notification list.
Like American Consequences, it’s
100% free. Each week, you’ll receive
new show updates, previews,
and access to transcripts and
show notes. Whether it’s about
investing... business... politics... or
a controversial social issue... you’ll
get the unfiltered information from
behind the scenes.

NewsWire
STANSBERRY

America’s #1 Financial News App
As the smart money knows…
Having instant access to actionable market research is incredibly valuable.
Which is why Stansberry Research recently built out a team of veteran Wall Street traders to provide
round-the-clock coverage of the world’s financial markets.
And now, this content is available via a simple, easy-to-use, user-friendly app.
Stansberry Research’s newest service,
Stansberry Newswire, keeps you plugged
in and in touch with what’s happening in
the markets—and what it means for your
investments.

Every day the markets
are open, you can receive
up-to-the-minute:
• News
• Market research
• Commentary
This useful information can be used right
away… and in many instances, BEFORE
the stories are even picked up by the major
financial media outlets.

To download the app today,
simply click here.

reform
DEFOR
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ON FIXING THE GOVERNMENT...
OR AT LEAST MAKING
IT A LITTLE BETTER.

Government “reform” is something
we hear a lot about and always have.
Let’s quit listening... The guiding principle
of government is to exercise power over the
governed. The driving force of government is
to acquire more of that power. No “reform”
is going to eliminate these governmental
mainsprings.

We can, with our electoral powers, limit
government. We can, with our Constitutional
rights, resist government. What we cannot
do is reform government in the dictionary
definition sense of “reform”... to make better
by removing faults and defects.
Government is a fault and a defect.

By P.J.
O'Rourke

In a perfect world, where mankind is good
and the universe is beneficent, there would be
no need for government.
That isn’t the world we live in.
Mankind being “notso hotso” and the
universe being a harsh and unforgiving place,
maybe it’s only to be expected that most
government reforms make government worse.
Consider the following commonly proposed,
modest (that is to say, not on the scale of
Obamacare) government reforms. Note how
they would tend to deform rather than reform
our government and our society.

CLICK HERE TO
READ THE WEB VERSION
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Deform No. 1:

CAMPAIGN SPENDING LIMITS

BALANCED BUDGETS, SPENDING
FREEZES, DEBT CAPS, ETC.

This is a bad kind of reform, and calls for it
are a waste of bad breath. Stricter campaign
spending limits simply won’t happen.

No law concerning such things will ever
be written without some provision for
nullification during a “National Emergency.”
And, within days of the law’s passage, we’ll
have a “National Emergency.” (The national
emergency will probably be something on the
order of discovery of invasive Asian carp in
Lake Michigan.)

(And Its Evil Twin, ‘Publicly Funded Elections’)

First, as it were, there’s the First Amendment
– protecting campaign free speech like
Cerberus the giant three-headed dog guarding
the gates of Hades.
Attempt any real limitation of that campaign
free speech and one of Cerberus’s three heads
– the executive, the legislative, or the judicial
– will bite your ass.

The
career
politician
is a
problem.
And so
is every
other
kind of
politician.

Deform No. 2:

Second, there is a law of physics. As the
journalist Jonathan Alter, a self-confessed
liberal/progressive, put it in a 1997 article in
Newsweek, “Money in politics is like water
running downhill: it will always find its way,
even with a constitutional amendment.”
And what if we did manage to strictly limit
campaign spending, including spending
by issue-oriented groups supposedly not
endorsing a specific candidate? Then the
loudest cheapskate candidate with the
dumbest, meanest slogan would win. “Soak
the Rich!”
With campaign financing, as with so many
distasteful aspects of politics and government,
the best we can hope for is a bit of
transparency in the disgusting soup. If some
candidate is getting billions of dollars from
“The Inter-Galactic Association of People
Who Have Been Abducted by Aliens,” I, for
one, would like to know.
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The government controls the supply of the
money government spends. Government
has too many ways to replenish its supply of
spending money – taxing, borrowing, and
printing more of the stuff. As for stopping the
government from spending that money, see
the Jonathan Alter quote to the left.

Deform No. 3:
TERM LIMITS

Yes, the career politician is a problem. And so
is every other kind of politician.
More so because politicians – especially at
the municipal and House levels – tend to
be elected by pressure groups that dominate
their constituencies. If the pressure group
elects Clarabell and Clarabell limits out, the
pressure group will elect Bozo. And when Bozo
can’t run anymore, Pennywise from It will be
ushered into political office.
“Outsider” candidates, with no political
experience, aren’t a perfect answer, either.
(We’ve got one now, in very high political
office.) Do you want a dog that knows where
the bones are buried? Or do you want a dog
that digs up the whole yard?

DEFORM?
Deform No. 4:

INCREASING FEDERAL AID TO
PUBLIC EDUCATION
In the mid-1960s, the federal government
became involved in local public schools with
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act,
part of President Lyndon B. Johnson’s “War
on Poverty.” And the federal government has
been getting more and more involved ever
since.
Here, from the College Board’s own SAT test
figures, is the evidence for how helpful federal
government involvement has been:
Average SAT Scores
Reading/Verbal
Math

1967
543
516

2016

494
508

It’s not a partisan matter. Republican aid to
public education has been every bit as bad as
Democratic aid.
For example, take George W. Bush’s “No
Child Left Behind.” What if they deserve to be
left behind? What if they deserve a smack on
the behind? A nation-wide testing program to
determine whether kids are... What? Dumb?
You’ve got kids. Kids are dumb.
And so is the government. Yet there seems to
be no way out of dumb (to the tune of $40
billion a year) federal aid to public education.
Imagine the fate of the politician running for
national office who stood up and said, “No,
I can’t fix public education. The problem isn’t
funding or overcrowding or teachers’ unions
or voucher programs or lack of computer
equipment in the classroom. The problem is
your damn kids!”

Deform No. 5:

PASSING ‘LIVING WAGE’
LEGISLATION
Nice idea. But why stop at a paltry $15 an
hour? Why not make the minimum wage
$500 an hour, like the billing rate at “White
Shoe” law firms? We’d all be millionaires the
way fancy lawyers are.
Oh, voters would perceive a problem with
that? They’d realize that a $5.99 Big Mac
Meal would cost about 55 times as much?
They’d think $329.45 was a lot to pay for a
burger, fries, and a Coke?
Then it’s time for voters to realize that the
same problem applies to a $15 an hour
minimum wage. The law of supply and
demand means that you cannot raise the price
of labor above what people are willing to be
paid to work.
The difficulty is not so much that an overly
high minimum wage will destroy small
businesses with marginal profit rates and
increase unemployment. (Which it will.)
The real problem is that people who are willing
to work for less, and businesses that can’t pay
more, will be driven under the table. They’ll
become a part of the black-market economy.

A nationwide testing
program to
determine
whether kids
are... What?
Dumb?
You've got
kids. Kids
are dumb.

A black-market economy makes otherwise
innocent people into criminals, produces no
tax revenues, and leaves everyone involved –
including employers – without the protection
of rule of law.
Note what happened during Prohibition.
Note what’s happening in the illegal drug
market now.
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FIVE REAL REFORMS
WE COULD GET STARTED ON...
ys
But let’s not despair. There are wa
r by
government can be “made bette
me
removing faults and defects.” So
of the faults and defects are so
itself
obvious that even government
could remove them.

Real Reform No. 1:
TAX REFORM
Don’t get your hopes up. Sweeping tax reform
will probably get swept away by continued
partisan brawling. But there is the federal
corporate tax rate.
This could be fixed by giving one love tap to
the tax code. Consider the following...
• The U.S. corporate tax rate is 35%. (The
highest in the industrialized world.)
• The worldwide average corporate tax rate is
22.96%.
Europe’s average corporate tax rate is 18.35%.
Ireland’s corporate tax rate is 12.5%. (Is the
Irish economy’s amazing recovery from the
Great Recession a mere coincidence?)
China’s corporate tax rate is 25%. (But
can be discounted to as little as 15% for
“government encouraged” industries. Can you
spell D-U-M-P-I-N-G?)
Is the U.S. corporate tax rate of 35% competitive?
Were the Detroit Tigers competitive in Major
League Baseball post-season play?

Real Reform No. 2:
TORT REFORM
Four possible quick fixes that would help us
say goodbye to “Litigation Nation:”
Institute a “Loser Pays” tort system. The loser of
a lawsuit pays the legal fees of the winner, plus
all court costs. This should make people think
twice before they sue Dairy Queen for the pain
and emotional distress of getting “brain freeze”
due to DQ’s ice cream being too cold.
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DEFORM?
Eliminate class action suits. We’re a nation
of individuals, not a Marxist country full of
“classes” at war with each other.

“Trump, a playing card of a suit that ranks
higher than other suits during the playing of a
hand in a card game.”

Limit damages to what can be materially
proven. The “brain freeze” was so bad that
you dropped your ice cream. For your
damages, you receive a melted sundae. (If
the jury insists on punitive damages because
the defendant is a very terrible person,
corporation, or institution, the money should
go into the taxpayer kitty.)

And...

Limit lawyer fees to 5% of materially proven
(not punitive) damages awarded. Being a
lawyer is horrible, but it’s only 5% as horrible
as being badly injured enough to bring a tort
suit under conditions 1-3.

Real Reform No. 3:
KILL THE GERRYMANDER
Too many seats in Congress and state
legislatures are “safe seats.” They’re always
held by either a conservative Republican or a
liberal Democrat, because the voting districts
are shaped like something that lives under a
rock. The voting districts slither all over the
map to make sure they include a majority of
one kind of voter. The other kinds of voters
never have anybody to vote for. As a result,
we have no opportunity for real (“small d”)
democratic debate.
Math is the answer! Get a panel of math geeks
and make sure they have no interest in or
knowledge about partisan politics by asking
them two questions.
If their answers are...

“Hillary, Sir Edmund, born July 20, 1919,
died January 11, 2008. In 1953, he and
Tenzing Norgay became the first climbers
confirmed to have reached the summit of
Mount Everest, which is at the altitude of
8,848 meters or 29,029 feet.”
Then we’ve got the right folks.
Instruct them to redraw all U.S. voting
districts to include the same number of
voters each within the most compact and
regular possible two-dimensional Euclidean
geometric figures.

Real Reform No. 4:
REGULATORY TWO-FOR-ONE
On January 30, 2017, President Trump
signed an executive order requiring that for
every new federal regulation instituted, two
must be rescinded.
And that’s an order!

Real Reform No. 5:
OURSELVES
Then there is what’s ultimately at the root of
every bad thing about government. Those
who are in charge of the political system will
submit to any indignity, perform any vile
act, do anything to achieve and expand their
power. Every government is a “parliament of
whores.”

Don't
get your
hopes up.
Sweeping
tax reform
will
probably
get swept
away by
continued
partisan
brawling.

The trouble is that in a democracy, the whores
are us.
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READ THIS
Get Me a Quote on That

“To be conservative... is to prefer the familiar
to the unknown, to prefer the tried to the
untried, fact to mystery, the actual to the
possible, the limited to the unbounded,
the near to the distant, the sufficient to
the superabundant, the convenient to the
perfect, present laughter to utopian bliss.”
Michael Oakeshott, Professor of Political
Science at the London School of
Economics, Rationalism in Politics and
Other Essays
“After lunch studied, in the Mercury, Bertrand
Russell’s blueprint for an enduring peace.
He advocates an alliance or league. The
weakness of this sort of structure of course is
that the whole thing hangs on an agreement,
and there is nothing more likely to start
disagreement among people or countries
than an agreement.”
E. B. White, One Man’s Meat
“A democracy cannot exist as a permanent
form of government. It can only exist until
a majority of voters discover that they can
vote themselves largess out of the public
treasury.”
attributed to 18th century Scottish jurist
and historian Alexander Tytler

“We are forming an aristocracy... in this
country... which floats over the turbid waves
of common life like the iridescent film you
may have seen spreading over the water
about our wharves, – very splendid, though it
origin may have been tar.”
Oliver Wendell Holmes, The Autocrat of the
Breakfast Table
“Now and then an innocent man is sent to
the legislature.”
Kin Hubbard, cartoonist for the
Indianapolis News
“Seemingly from the dawn of man all nations
have had governments; and all nations have
been ashamed of them.
Government does not rest on force.
Government is force.
There is one element that must always tend
to oligarchy – or rather to despotism; I mean
the element of hurry. If the house has caught
fire a man must ring up the fire engines; a
committee cannot ring them up.”
G. K. Chesterton, What’s Wrong With
the World

“The whole aim of practical politics is to keep the populace
alarmed (and hence clamorous to be led to safety) by
menacing it with an endless series of hobgoblins, all of them
imaginary.”
H. L. Mencken, Notes on Democracy
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LITERARY INSIGHT
from PRESENT & PAST
WHAT WE'RE READING

"

Following our Innovation Issue in September, this article asks: How did Josh Tetrick's veganmayo company become a Silicon Valley darling – and what is he really selling?
Mayonnaise, Disrupted, The Atlantic
During the 12-minute tour that confirmed enough for Softbank boss Masayoshi Son, Japan's
wealthiest man, to eventually write a $4 billion check, the frenetic cofounder and CEO of
WeWork had time to show off just one space...
The Crazy Bet That Could Change How the World Does Business, Forbes
With $1.45 trillion in student debt, millennials find themselves in a tough spot – and 45%
regret taking out loans. At the same time, only 24% of the generation demonstrates "basic"
financial knowledge...
Are Today's Students Prepared to Make Financial Decisions?, Visual Capitalist

"You can't just walk into somebody's home and take them!"...
The guardian, April Parks responded calmly, "It's legal. It's
legal."

There's nothing more addictively soothing than watching someone flipping homes on HGTV.
Until we end up in a real-life rerun of the housing bubble.
Beware the Open-Plan Kitchen, Vulture
A few years ago, Chinese innovation meant copycats and counterfeits. Today, China's
"unicorns" are worth over $350 billion, approaching the combined valuation of America's. And
to victors go great spoils. There are 609 billionaires in China compared with 552 in America.
China's Audacious and Inventive New Generation of Entrepreneurs, The Economist
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Illustration by Anna Parini, The New Yorker

And it is... government-appointed guardians can sell the
assets and control the lives of senior citizens without their
consent – and reap a profit from it.
How the Elderly Lose Their Rights, The New Yorker

THIS ISSUE’S FEATURED
CONTRIBUTORS
Dr. David Eifrig worked in arbitrage

Dr. Steve Sjuggerud is the editor

and trading groups with major Wall
Street investment banks, including
Goldman Sachs, Chase Manhattan,
and Yamaichi in Japan. In 1995, Dr.
Eifrig retired from Wall Street, went
to UNC-Chapel Hill medical school, and
became an ophthalmologist.

of True Wealth, an investment
advisory which specializes in safe,
unique alternative investments
overlooked by Wall Street, and
based on the simple idea that you
don’t have to take big risks to make big
returns.

Today, he publishes a free daily letter on
health and wealth that shows readers
how to live a millionaire lifestyle at
http://retirementmillionairedaily.com/.

He alerts readers to some of the biggest
opportunities in the market every weekday
at http://www.dailywealth.com/.

Buck Sexton is host of the nationally
syndicated talk radio program, Buck
Sexton with America Now, heard
on over 100 stations across the
country.
A former CIA and NYC Police
Department Intelligence Officer, Buck
is also the cohost of Stansberry Investor
Hour, a weekly radio show that you can
subscribe to for free right here:
http://investorhour.com/ .
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Porter Stansberry founded
Stansberry Research in 1999
working on a borrowed computer
at his kitchen table. Since then,
he has built the firm’s flagship
newsletter, Stansberry’s Investment
Advisory, into one of the industry’s most
widely read publications.
Today, Porter is well-known for doing
some of the most important – and often
controversial – work in the financial
advisory business.
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